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IN OUR 78th YEAR
•
Belected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
-sr —
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, August 16, 1 957
ATO I   IRCRA  
Income Tax Demos Believe Stalemate Inv
Evasion Trips Civil Rights Bill Broken
Johnny Dio
NEW YORK —Income tax
evasion charges, the downfall of
many a top. mobster, today ad-
to the woes of racketeer
John (Johnny Dio) Dioguardi
self-styled labor "consultant"
whose empire began to totter
with the acid blinding of labor
columnist Victor Riegel:
Filing of the tax charges
Thursday came on the heels of
Dio's recent conviction for selling
labor oeace. And it followed by
a week the 43-year-old racke-
Alper's appearance before the Sen-
ate Labor Rackets Committee,
during which he invoked the
Fifth Amendment. 141 times in,
reply to cLuestions about his .la-
bor activities.
Dio broke Into the headlines
a year ago in the Riesel case.
The government accused Di() of
being the mastermind behind the
blinding of the crusading colum-
joist. Subsequently, however, his
Trial was postponed when two
convicted henchmen refused to
testify as prosecution witnesses
•
in fear of reprisals 
.
Then last month Dio was Con-
victed of conspiring to extort
$30,000 from two partners in an
electroplating firm. He is now in
jail awaiting sentencing on the
'charge. for which he could re
've two years In prison amid
1.000 fine. .
In addition, Dio faces trill this
1 for -allegedly shaking down
o farms for $11.500 in his
ition as a labor "consultant."
convicted as a second felany
ender, he could be sent to
se for 30 years. In 1937. Dio
s sentenced to a 3 to 5 sear
in Sing Sing prison for the
e crime.
therwise, however, Dio. aside
a 80-day jail term for fail-
to fine a state income tax
rn, has managed to steer
r trt —
n the indictment opened
ursday, Dio is charged w,th
ing to report at least $63.333
income taxes in 1950, 1951
13p2, and evading $20.168
taxes for those three yeals.
If convicted on the income tax
asion charges, Die could re-
ceive up to 20 years in prison
and a 940,000 fine.
Ted K lack's Return .
From Vacation
Mr and Mrs. Ted Clack and
tldren.
Sylvia and Ted Jr.,
Wve returned from a ten day
trip through Ohio, New York and
Marachuetts. They visited rela
tives in Orchard Park and Au-
burn. N. Y. and Mr. Clack's
sister and brother - in - law at
Williams College in Williams-
town Mass.
There they visited the newly
established Clark Foundation
liusieum of Fine Arts, which
s the largest selection of
r's in the world, one of the
complete collections of an-
lique silver, and the original




WASHINGTON, Aug. 16 fir —
Key Democrats expressed con-
fidence today that the House
stalemate over the civil rights
bill has been broken and that
Republicans would swing toward
the Democratic position. •
The Democrats were elated
that Rep. Kenneth B. Keating
(N. Y.), a leading civil rights
startegist, said he would rather
accept the Senate's version of
the measure with a jury trial
limitation than have "no bill at
all" this year.
 11.p. Hugh Scott (R-Pa.l, an
other leading GOP rights backer,
said he would meet today with
three other members of the House
Rules Committee to consider their
next move. The Senate-passed
rights bill has been lodged in
the committee since last week.
Smith indicated Republicans
will be prepared to offer a corn-
Young Father
Delivers Son
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind., Aug. 16
48 — A. magazine article that
stirred up a controversy 20 years
ago served as a "do-it-yourself"
guide for a young father who
brought his second son into the
twasid.
Both mother and son 'ere
o2A wel
l," doctors said after
C. Thomas performed an
emergency delivery early Thurs-
day morning.
"He did a pretty good job,"
said Dr. Floyd Boyer, the physi-
cian who took over where the
21-year old father left off.
The Life magazine article.
which stirred a furor at the
time it was published, contained
detailed pictures of childbirth
taken from the movie "Birth of p
a Baby." Thomas mother had
stored the article away over the
years but gave it to. the young
couple recently when told they
were expecting their secollaSt1114:
r Thomas, head shipper for Co-
lumbia Pictures Distributors at
Indianapolis. and his wife. Dixie
Lou, studied the text and photo-
graphs, little realizing they were
taking a "practical" course in
childbirth.
About 5 a.m. Dixie Lou awak-
ened her husband and informed
him she was having labor pains.
Thomas said he "didn't pay
much attention" at first because
he was still groggy.
Then Dixie Lou got out of
bed, he said, and told him she
thought the time had come.
"She laid down on the bed
and. . .bingo!" Thomas said.
Thomas realized there was no
time to call a doctor. Whatever
had to be done, had to be done
immediately. Now fully awake,
Image sof the 20-year old photo-
graphs began to take form in
his mind, guiding him as he
helped deliver his second son.
"I wasn't nervous until it was
all over," Thomas said. "Then,
1 was kind of shaky."
Mrs. Thomas and their baby
were taken to a hospital, leaving
the "midwife" to glow with
satisfaction over his wife's tri-
bute. -
''She said it was a lot easier
than she ever thought it would
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Partly
cloudy, warm and humid with
scattered thundershowers today.
Partly cloudy and turning cooler
Wight and Saturday Chance
of acattered thundershowers again
Saturday afternoon or evening.
Me today 90. Low tonight 68.
", .
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures:
sville 74. Lexington 71, P-
h 75, Bowling Green 72,






Kentucky - Temperatures for
the five-day period. Saturday
through Wednesday, will average
near normal in the southwest
portion to one to two degrees
below normal in the northeast.
Normal maximum for Kentucky
is 85 to 91. Normal minimum
63 to 70. Southeast section will
be warm and humid most of
the period. Cooler In the north-
east Saturday and warmer again
Sunday or Monday, followed by
cooler Tuesday and Wednesday.
Rainfall will average about one
half inch in thundershowers
mainly Saturday and again Mon-
day or Tuesday. Southwest por-
tion will have some most days.
promise if their first plan of
sending the measure to a Senate-
House conference fails.
Democratic leaders haye been
pressing Republicans to accept
the Senate-passed civil rights bill
with only a change to limit jury
trials in federal criminal con-
tempt cases to voting rights
eases. Republicans have been
holding out for a stronger bill.
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.).
House Democratic floor leader
for civil rights, predicted the
rules committee would approve
the Democratic plan "in a jiffy"
next -week.
Ren. Mike Mans on
acting Senate Democratic leader,
said "it looks like the dam
has been broken and peilifice
and expediency have been re-
placed by logic and reason."
Other congressional news:
Defense: ey senators urged
President Eisenhower and the
administration to explain whether
military manpower and spending
reductions would cut down U. S.
defenses. They also wanted to
know if it would affect the U S.
position at the London disarma-
ment talks. Sen. Mansfield, a
member of the Senate Foreign-
relations Committee, said he
hoped the reductions would not
sacrifice "our security in the
name of egonomy."
Flu: The Senate Appropriations
Committee has restored a $.300,800.
administration cut •to the Pu
Health Service to help them
combat the oriental flu. The
committee approved in all 8800,-
000 to the service to carry out
its fight against an expected
epidemic of the disease.
BULLETIN
MIAMI, Aug. 16 •tr — The
Coast Guard said today a four'
engine Constellation was reported
"ditched- in the Atlantic Ocean
off the northeast coast - of the
Dominican Republic.
A Coast Guard spokesman said
the C iv Aeronautics Admitii•-
tration reported the big plane
down at a point about 24 miles
east •sout heatt of the town of
Puerto Plata.
No, further information con-
cerning the identity of the plane
or its occupants were immediately
available. Radio communications
with the area were poor, the
Coast Guard said.
The Coast Guard said it had
dispatched a rescue plane and
tp from the Coast Guard base
at San Juan, Puerto Rico.
T. S. Chester
asses Away
Thomas S. Chester. 83, died
--at-- 1-1 a-In. -yesterday . at his home_
on Kirksey Route I.
Funeral services will be held
at 2 p.m. Saturday at Soldier
Creek Primitive Baptist church,
of which he was a member.
Services will be conducted by
R. L. Biggs and Paul Poyner.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery. Nephews will be pall-
bearers.
Survivors include a son, Ifilmer
H. Chester of Kirksey Route J1;
three daughters, Mrs. Elizabeth
Rhea of Kirksey Route 1: Mrs.
Martha Lyles of Reidland, and
Mrs. Mary Hume of Maysville;
a sister. Mrs. Dora Washam of
Benton Route 3; six grandchildren
and six great grandchildren.
Friends may call at Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home.
Pvt. Hugh Wells
Printer In Army
Pvt. Hugh Wells. Jr., the on
of Mr. and Mrs Hugh L Well%
of Detroit is now a printer for
the 656th Engineer Typographical
Battalion in Schwetzingen, Ger-
many.
A Highland Park High School
graduate. he is also a graduate
of the Offset Printers' School
at Fort Belvey, Va
Wells is the grandson of Mrs.
Willie Wells. Mrs Nell Nora-
worthy and the late Zollie Nors-
wortby, of Murray.
Rev. Hughes Garvin .
To Preach Sunday
The Rev. S. Hughes Garvin,
Rector of Grace Episcopal Choral
of Paducah will conduct I h
morning worship and Holy Com-
munion at 9 a.m. Sunday at St.
John's Episcopal Church.
The Rev. William Thomason
of St. John's Church will serve
at the morning service at the
Paducah church.
BEER DOUSES FIRE
BISKLEIGH, Eng. MI — When
William Matthews' beer truck
caught fire he cracked a keg
and doused the blaze.
..:-.7,fevasesseassea,-,suesse-nra".'11'









The first effort is to find crip-
pled children, she said. UNessi
they can be located, they cannot
be helped. Medical carg- is given
to those who need it. she con-
tinued and special education Is
given to those individuals who
require it.
The final step is rehabilitation.
she told the club. If the child
can grow up to be a responsible,
self supporting individual, then
the goal of the Society will have
been reached, she said.
She emphasized %he importance
of camps for crippled children.
Many of the children have never
been to a picture show. 'church
or school, she told her attentive
audience, and a camp represents
much to a person who has been
deprived of so much.
Miss. Paxton concluded h e r
talk by showing some slides of
crippled children who were re-
ceiving aid from the Society,
which gave some idea as to what
the program is.
Visiting Rotarians were Wil-
liam Stetnwedel of Seymour,
Indiana who is vacationing on
Kentucky Lake; and Herman
Reynolds of Paris„ Tennessee.
Bernard Harvey had as his
guest W. P. Wakliams of Paris.
James Kern was the guest of
gay Kern. C. 0. Bondurant had
as his guests John Hubbard, Dr.
Al Rehm, and John Parris. Har-
ry Broach was a guest of George
Hart.
Howard Olila reported mem-
bership last week was .87 per
cent.
•











Manning Stewart of the Na-
te/oat Hotel, reported this Morn-
ing that he viewed a comet last.
night at 8:00 p.m. The comet
had a, long tail behind it and
was easily visible to the eye,
however he did use binoculars.
Mir. Stewart was at the home
of hi snephew Lee Mathis on
Rock House Creek in the Dexter
community, when he saw the
phenomenon.
The heavenly body was a little
west of Northwest at approxi-
mately 25 to 30 degree angle
with the horizon and was travel-
ing at a high rate of Speed.
It was visible about forty-five
minutes and reached the horizon
at about 8:45.
Activity in the heavens is high
ur1ng this month of August. Uis
first month of the International
1G.eo-Physical year and many
"shooting stars" may be seen.
PLANNED
Largest Ship Ever To Be Built
To Cost Over $300 Million
WASHINGTON, Aug. 16 9/1 —
The Navy today assigned con-
struction of its first atomic-
powered aircraft carrier, an 85,-
000-ton giant, tp Newport News,
Va., Shipbuilding and Drydock
Co.
The N'avy said that the ship
to lie the largest ever built, was
awarded ta Newport News with-
out .bids. but ,the award,is "sub-
ject to 'acceptable contract nego-
tiations."
The Navy, disclosed plans for
building the 314 million dollar
ship in announcing the major
building and conversion program
for fiscal 1958.
The carrier will be powered
by eight atomic reactors and
will be completed in 1961. .
Other new Navy construction
also was announced by Navy
Secretary Thomas S. Gatzs Jr.,
including:
Two large guided missile ato-
mic-powered submarines to be
built, one by Portsmouth, N. H.
Naval Shipyard and one by Mare
Isiand, Calif., Naval Shipyard.
Electric Boat Division of Gen-
eral Dynamics Corp., Groton.




John Edward Bedwell, 72-
year-old father of Bennie Bed-
well of Chicago, died Wednee--
day night at his home on Route
4, Paris, Tenn. His son, who was
accused of the murder of the
two teenage Grimes sisters in
Chicago before charges were
drooped for lack of sufficient
evidence', is now in Florida to
face a 'charge of raping a 13-
year-old girl.
Mr. Bedwell was a retired ear-
He was horn in -Benton
County on June 14. 1885. the
son of the late Archie and Nancy
Medlock Bedwell.
Funeral services were held
yesterday at 2:00 at Milligan &
Ridgeway Funeral Home, with
the Rev. J. Max Sykes. Methodist
minister, officiating. Burial VAN
in Purvear Cemetery.
Mr. Bedwell leaves a daughter,
Mrs. Mae Vaughn of. one Oak,
Ky.; two sons, Bennie of Chicago
and J. E. Bedwell of Missouri;
six sisters, Mrs. Rose Askew of
St. Louis, Mo.. Mrs. Della Kim-
bel of Paris. Mrs. Hattie Wood of
Mayfield, Ky., Mrs. Dottie Collier
Potter of St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs.
Willie Marris of Lone Oak, Ky;
and two brothers, Sye Bedwell
of Richmond. Ind., and Stacker'
Bedwell of Detroit, Mich.
Navy Blimp Falls
Into The Ocean
ELIZABETH CITY, N. C., Aug.
16 al — A Navy blimp carrying
a group of reservists on a sum-
mer training cruise ditched in
the Atlantic during a thunder-
storm early today arid a fishing
vessel later rescued all 16 men
aboard.
All were reported in good
physical condition.
The airship set down in the
choppy 'waters of Pamlico Sound
near the North Carolina outer
banks after notifying the' Coast
Guard by radio that it was
"going to ditch." It was enroute
from Glynco. Ga.. Naval Air
Station to Lake Hurst, N. J.
A broad Navy.. and Coast Guard
search involving 50 ships and
planes was begun shortly after
midnight, combing the hazardous
waters off Cape Hatteras. But a
fishing vessel located the missing
crewmen in Pamlico Sound, be-
tween the outer banks and the
North Carolina mainland.
A Coast Guard patrol boat
rendezvoused with the fishing
boat, took on the survivors —
all Naval reservists from the
Boston. Mass., area — and sped
them to Wanchese on the outer
banks. They were to be brought
here by plane.
The blimp was on a leisurely
osser-water training flight which
had taken the reservists to Guan-
tanamo Bay, Cuba, and then to
Glynco.
ATTEND MEET
Benita Maddox a n d Sandy
Williams are in Oxford, Ohio
this week attending the Junior
Red Cross Leadership Training
Camp They were chosen as
delegates from the Calloway
County Red Cross Chapter.
• ..Nint-7F-47.C....••••••,•••enisn•-47.- --,7 40*.
•• -• ,
to acceptable contract negotia-
tions." Electric Boat built the
first atomic submarine, Nautilus.
Three frigates carrying "ter-
tier" anti-aircraft guided missiles,
two to be built by Philadelphia
Naval Shipyard and one by San
Francisco Naval Shipyard.
Philadelphia Shipyard also will
convert two Victories to survey-
ing ships and one Liberty to
an ocean radar station.
WASHINGTON. Aug. 16 se —
The Army has scored an im-
portant technological triumph in
its race to beat Russia to the
punc in per ec ing ong an
intermediate range ballistic mis-
siles, it was learned.
Informed sources said Thurs-
day night an Army rocket fired
several hundred miles high with-,
stoocl tremendous friction and
did not disintegrate in striking
back into the earth's atmosphere.
It was reported that the 'nose
cone of the three-stage rocket,
which sped a distance of 1,200
miles, plunged into the Atlantic
Ocean a mere 400 yards from
its target.
This performance was describ-
ed as "phenomenal" for such
weapons. which can cary atomic
warheads.
The third stage of the rocket,
which one source reported trav-
elled at a speed of 15,000 males
as turn:, was recovezed.
Previous reported speeds for
lest rockets were 9,000 to 12,001
miles an hour.
Re-entry of a high speed rocket
into the atmosphere without dis-
integrating has been one of the
most perplexing problems facing
scientists.
The temperature at which the
nose cone re-entered the atmos-,
phere could have been as much
as 20,000 degrees'. one source
said.
What The material wil"tbil
can withstand that kind oih heat
was not "revealed. The Army
refused to comment on the




FRANKFORT. Aug. 16 an• —
Spokesmen for the state Depart-
ment -of Fish and Wildlife Re-
sources said today recent rains
and cooling temperatures have
greatly Improved fishing in state
lakes during the past tveek.
• At Kentucky Lake, white bass
are hitting on spinners just aboveh
l and below t
'catches are reported in the early
morning and late afternoon.
Black bass, bluegill and catfish
follow in that order at Kentucky
Lake. with bass being taken
casting. trolling and fly fishing
At Dale Hollow, Herrington
Lake and Lake Cumberland_
crappie were reported thc leader 
duringthe week, with bluegill a
strong second. Crappie and blue-
gill are biting on minnows over
the submerged treetops. Base rates
third at Dale Hollow and Cum-
berland. While catfish are the
next best bet at Herrington.
BItiegill are most active at
Dewey Lake, with crappie and
bass filling the second and third
spots. ,
Key Witness
Mrs. Carmen Jacques appears 'in
court in Los Angeles to testify
at the. Confidential Magazine
libel trial. Mrs. Jacques was at
one time a roommate of call-girl
Ronnie Quillaa who on Tuesday










FRANKFORT. Aug. 16 AP —
State Public Safety Commission-
er Don S. Storgill Thursday said
some judges again are amendirt/
drunk driving convictions to les-
ser offenses to allow law viola-
tors -to regain their driver's
licenses.
Sturgill said the practice was
greatly reduced last fall when
he. announced full, publicity
would be given such cases but
it has been occurring more fre-
quently in recent weeks.
}Jr said Leitchfield • Police
Court -Judge Carl Boone last
month" caused the return of
licenses to two persons convicted
on charges of driving while in-
toxicated.
Boone amended the-charge; to
reckless driving in the convic-
tions of James R. Johnson, es,
and William Turner. 29. both of
Leitchfield, SturgilI said. • ..
In other cases, the public safe-
ty *commissioner said Louisville
Traffic Court Judge M. D: Els-
tone amended the drunk driving
conviction of Bobby Gene Wood-
ward. 18. Louisville, to reckless
driving July 20.
Magoffin County Magistrate, L.
0. Pert* amended the drunken
driving conviction of Bob Helton,
29. Bloomington, to reckless
driving July 25.
Somerset Police Judge Thomas
H. Reid amended the drunk
driving conviction of Rd's. Eoff,
28. Eubank, y reckless driving
July 31.
Storgill als71 noted that 13Oone
County Judge C. .L. Cropper
amended the conviction of Thom-
as C. Highbaugh, 39, Louisville,
on a charge of leaving the scene
of an accident to a lesser offense.
Leaving the scene of an accident






Thursday's complete record fol-
lows:




.New Citizens  0
oes,ients sam;ssitel from Monday
etr•G a ••• to Thure4ey 9150 a.m.
Mr Fred Hale. Rt. 5 Murray:
Mrs. Je," Parrish and baby boy.
at. 5. Murray: Miss Anna Dell
Taylor. Rt •I Hazel: Mr. David
rad Lovett. Rt. 4. Benton. ,Mr.
0eorre Eknus Burs' 505 Main
. '641:eiray; Sara. Burt Den0es
4nd baby boy. Rt. 4, Benton:
Mrs. Mayme Thomnson, 1620
Olive. Murray; Mrs. Henry Los,-
ins, Rt. 5, Mu-ray: Mrs. George
R. Ramsey and baby boy, 301
So. 3rd St.. Murray; Mrs. Ft,•ii
Clara Mayo. Toledo, Ohio: Mrs.
James Musgmw, 206 Cherry.
Murray: Mr. Guthrie Bryan
Churchill, 511 No. 7th St., Mur-
ray; Mrs. Juhan W. Stroud and
baby boy, 509 Main St.. Murray;
Mrs. Bill Marvin and baby boy.
1418 Vine St.. Murray.
_ HEAT PLUS CHOCOLATE
Tipsy Voter
••••.
Anthony Barbera, a truck-driv-
ing Teamster "trustee" testified
before the Senate racket probers
in Washington that tie was re-
cruited, drunk, from a lower east
side saloon to vote for James R.
Huffa's choice for president of
the union council in New York.
Barbera gave his testimony after
three associates of gangster
Johnny Die refused to tell about





Murray took six of nine
,matches yesterday when May-
field tennis players tame it,
Iiiiiirrny for a return engagement.
The matches were played, at
the city park beginning at 2:00
p.m.
Following are the scores . in
singles play: Evans-Edwards 9-
7, 6-4; Orr-Hurt 6-4, 4-6, 6-4;
Simons-Bluett 6-1, 6-0; Ward-
Gardner 8-1, 6-2; Veale-Sanders
6-3, Ferguson-'Mason
WESTON-SUPER-MARE, Eng.
rtr — The heat wave here .has
even affected automatic vending
machines. A woman put a coin
into a machine and got a stream




Doubles play was as follows:
Evans and Ward-Edwards and
Bluett 6-2, 4-6, 6-0; Veale and
Ward-'Mason 'and Pay 5-7, 6-4;
7-5; Simons and Ferguson-Sand-
ers and Gardner 10-8. 5-7, 6-4.
Miss Mary Paxton. Director 'of
the Service Program for t h e
Kentucky Society For Crippled
Children, was the 'speaker yes,
terday at the regular meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club,
Miss Paxton came to Murray
froth" Louisville to liege/tuft. the
Murray Rotarians with the oper-
ation of the rSociety. She was
introduced by Dr. Orvis Wells.
She told the club that the
Society is a private non-profit
organization and that it 46 a s
started by Rotary about 30 years
ago. - - - 7- 
•
Since that time it has become
statewide, then nationwide, and
today it is an internaional or-
ganization dedicateci to the re-
habilitation of crippled children.
Sortie' phases. of the Society,
she said, -are hospital care for
crippled children, therapy, spec-
ial schools, special equipment.
for public; schools for use by
handicapped children, hearing
program, camp s, recreation,
transportation to centers, and
volunteer aid to area clinics.
Last year fifty children from
Callbway County enjoyed t h e
help of the Society and between
four and five hundred from the
Purchase received aid. .
Miss Paxton told the Rotary
Club that the aid of the Society,
is complete rehabilitation of the
child so that he or she can be-
come a self suppoqing citizen Of
the state. "Kentuclsy ranks high
in service to crippled children
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IPUBSCIUPP1OIN RATES: By Carrier,in Murray. per ort`ek 28c. /MT piing°
Cello:wee . wad dnizi,tatato •ger ;ear 8a. elm' pitt,L..rgh
'here, $.5.50, . _
Yesterday's Results
FRIDAY - AUGUST 16, 1957
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY 
If ye abide in me and my words abide in
sou ye shall ask what ye will and it shall be
given you.
Don't miss the word IF. Fr one, thing you wiU
1l01. RIMY ,luniss. You will pray for things that will
 be
really good for you and ethers.
Cie, eland at Kansas City, night
Chicago at Detroit, night
&oleo, at Washington. night
Baltimore at New York, night
812 Tomorrow's Games
63 al 81
61 52 10 Chicago at Detroit
'59 53 11 to Cleveland at Kansas City, night
:112 tel 20 Baltimore at New York
42 69 28 Boston kt, Washington
_








•••••• New York 9. Brooklyn 4
Chicago- .4 St. Louis •1





Pr since the late Henry' Ford proposed to take over
•
Wilson Dam in.. Northern ,Alabarna and acquire the
ttlfrk nitrate plants built by the government at Muscle
Shoals, private interests have dreamed abont using funds
provided by taxpayers to finance their own interests:
al,PProposals from time to time differ, but the objective
iir always 'the same-to get control of something the





Coy.. N. J.. night
St. Louis at Milwaukee, night
New York .at Philadephia. night
preceded by completioh of




New York at Philadelphia
Cincinnati at Chicago
St. Louis at Milwaukee
Arrierican,Leogue
w L Pct. GB
New York 74 39 633
" Si
61 52 .540 13
55 56 .495 18
55 58 .487 19 •
54 Si) .474 201e
43 71 .375 - 31 L2
42 72 .368- 32L,
z
The first experience municipalities in this section ilu'sltri
NW with 'private power Cumpanies which wouldn't 
riskIDenatirt,iir,i;ore
their own capital to provide electric plants,- but waitedlCiev eland
unii l,taspayers built them. Mere than a generation ; Kansas 'city
40 'when high-nowered'saleamen of' the Samuel Insull, 
Washington
stripe sold us on the. idea that these privately-owned
companies could give us better service than we could
provide for ourielves., •
.01hose few who will still think so should ask men
Asti had control of the local Board of Public Utilities
Mn we loos over the antiquated system from the old
IK.T.-Company. Private power interests were so thoroisgh-
ly discredited at.out tne time. Congress, authorized the
▪ Tennessee .Valley Authority that they have never had
the nerve to enter this particular field 'again. That is,
:not until ntIV-i"-. . -
-• About two years ago the Hoover Commission, (head-
•ed - by. Herbert Hoover of the Samuel Insult era), recom-
mended that the federal government get out of the pow-
er business on the grounds that it was "socialistic." His
recommendation wasn't taken seriously at, the time be-
k. aue TVA was delivering 60'.(of its output to AEC de-
telopments at Oak Ridge and Paducah, and because it
kuid just finished two multi-million dollar steam plants
, to replace electricity converted to these two atomic
tplants classified as "top emergency."
° This old proposal of the Hoover Commission is. being
irenewed now- by a financilli named Walter Von Tresc••
,kow of New York who proposes to loan money to the
)150 customers of TVA so they can buy, and eventually
----twm-tire-elertek sS-stem outright. Private power interests
are not even mentioned in connection with the pfciposal,
but anybody who can't ice 'them in the offing, is blind
indeed.
• The way the private power interests obtained all
the municipal plants in this area in the first- place was
to bide their time until rotten local politics practically
bankrupted 'municipal systems and rates were prohibi-
tive. And they are just smart enough to know this can
happen again. put even if it, never happens all the bene-
fits of TVA w(;uld be remored by the requirements of•
-any sort of sales program.
The arguments again'st the Tresekow proposal are too
numerous to take up here, ut we want to raise a ques-
tion as .to Why it-n has been renewed at this time. Our
readers know full well that the United State- Senate
, only last week passed a bill which would take TVA out
- - • .of politics and. permit it to issue bond.-up Ito 750 n
dollars to finance future expansion.%The Tresckow pro-
posal is, .of course, made at this tithe to defeat this re-
.financing plan.
His as.sumption that-anything is better than federal
ownership and control Of TVA s It/St like that of Her-
bert Heover,- and- others who have always Ibelieved the
government shouldn'n,operate anything for profit; no
matter how it may benefit 'the public. If a proposition
is ,certain to lose it is considered a government function,
and; anything that can be made profitable should be
passed on to. private enterprise, even power firms that
have. been 'discredited for fleecing the public, charging
exhorbitant rates•and evading taxes at the same time
tbey are shnuting.to high heaven about how much their
.tax 'Arden is. . - when we need
-new locks stich as the one TVA is now
Friends-•of TVA bave suffered reverses ever Ante building at W
ilson Dam will these 150 new owners feel
General Vogel was appointed as cheilineo of TVA. We like providing 
them when there is no way .for them to
i
believe his sincere desire is to wreck t'his great i*ency, get a return on 
their investmeot?
and now that he is the only member on the Board- of Di- The a
rgument that it takes the government to de;
rectors the private industry mat' be expected to use -velop a river valley, 
but it should be turned over to pri.
every card in.-the deck to carry out their designs against vale-enterprise 
after it is defeioped, is invalid. It j like
nubile novver in genetel and TVA in partiCular.'saying it t
ook the taxpayers to build a government print- !
Our' ,Freatest hope is that they will do lilt?. Henry ling pla
nt at ‘Vashington, but now that it is built, and
Ford did-show. their hands too Plainly. Even enemies in "Proileable 
operation, the government should soil it
af . public power may revolt over open raidson their to the 
Ledger & Times for nothing dOwn and so. much
•trensurrand the Tresukovv.proiiosal smells just like-such.4 y
ear for the next fifty 'ears, thereby permitling ti
an sittempt.'-,2,




New Yerk 6 Boston 3
Cleveland 5 Chicago 4







United Press Sports Writer
'SAN FRANCISCO 7-• If you
are heading for the tfills, men,
to do a spot of deer' Hunting;
the odds are 4-1 better that
you'll return aliee if you wear
yellow hunting clothes instead
of the traditional red.
Tests have been going on for
nearly a year now to prove that
yellow is easier seen in the woods
than red and the results have
been so consclusive that manu-
facturers this fall put on sale
yellow hunting togs.
The tests have been made at
Ft. Lewis. Wash.. Ft. Ord. Calif.,
and in the bkokomish Valley
of the' Olympic peninsula in
Washington.
the California Optometric Asso-
ciation; National Rifle Association
and California Department of
Fish and Game with the ouopera-
non of. the U. S. Army.
The -tests showed:
At. Ft. Lewis. conducted in
an area. typical of a rain 'forest.
Trees were bright- green. grass
broWn. The various colors qualie
tied in this order: -yellow• yellow
fluorescent. multicolored plaid',
orange, orange 'fluorescent, blue,
red. green. Tests were taken
a! 5e. 100.. 150. and ,200 yards.
RIDE 500 MILES FOR A visit
-411F-
4e.esiesse.)
MIAMI' ARMED with guitar 
and harmonica, two modern-day
Wyatt Earps. the McGinnis 
brothers, Mike, 15, and 'Alex, it,
arrive in Valley Falls, Kan., at en
 g of a 500-mile ride teem Peoria;
tit Tbey are visiting rela
tives, will return by truck. They camped _
sloog the road during the 15
-day lops, (I nteritatiosni ',fa
Going to China
ONE OF 47 Americans going to
Red China on Peiping's all-
expense tour from the World
Youth festival in Moscow is
Daniel 0-Cunriell (above), 25-
year-old polio victim and son
of a retired Chicago police-
man. Trip violates U. S. pass-
port regulations. ( inter flat tonal)
.e• •
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National League Contenders Hope For Miracle
Finish To Catch The Flying Milwaukee Team
By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writer
The National League's chances
of heeding off Milwatikee's pen-
nant express rested today on the
forlorn hope that one of the
Braves' bedraggled pursuers can
match the 1951 Giants' "miracle
finish."
The Braves just about com-
pleted "operation wrapu p"
Thursday night when they crush-
ed the Cincinnati Redlegs, 8-1,
• 44 yeak.,.); .esK-,-wsroXere.aiscatt- in
.1-10,-glamear4;24.1hitir_lirst_place_
1eid to Ai. Hank Aaron drove
in rive runs with his 33rd and
34th homers and Warren Spahn
spun an eight-hitter as the
Braves whimed the Redlegs for
the 14th time in 16 meetings.
That 81e-game lead with only
41 games to play places t h e
Braves in almost exactly the
same .position as were the 1951
Brooklyn Dodgers. The Dodgers
led by nine games with 41 to
play that year only to have the
Giants win 30 of their last 36
games and then win the resulting
playoff on Bobby Thompson's
famous horhe run.
Yellow could be considered be-
tween four and five times more
easily found than red.
Olympic peninsula test (where
a hunter had been killed a few
days before wearing red jacket
and red cap). Ground was cover-
ed v. ith five inches of snow,
evergreens camouflaged by snow,
contrasting dartineesliien stumps,
logs and deciduous brush000Sun-
shine brilliant. Colors qualified
in this- order. Yellow, yellow
fluorescent, orange; orange flue-
rescent. red fltiaeeseent, green,
!ed, blue plaid.
At great distances, according
to ,a Navy test, yellow tendeo
to be:come white and would not
1 -color"
in snow country.
But must hunting accidents
occur at at) yards' or less, so for
the hunter, yellow is considered
far and away the safest.
-With about 300 men killed and
300 injured, in hunting accidents
each year. the purchase of yellow
hunting clothes appears as an
important Link in the art of
survirel.
The general .belief is that
areMals Co not care what . color-
ytu wear - they .iellnire color
blind anyway. Only Ousts they
can see is brightness and mote-
pent. •
Fight Results
-By UNITED PRESS •
FRESNO. Calif. it% - Rudy
J..rcian, 13924. Los Angeles, out-






public. 'other than electricity. Flood .control is valuable
to everybody in the Tennessee Valley. The same is true
of river transportation,' soil conservation, .increased limb-
er resources' and fertilizer production. And last, but the
biggest of all, is the rapidly'irrowing tourist trade, it has
developed .into., one of Rentucky'sj.irgest industries. I,
ranks...a.head of the prbduction and distribution of elec-
tricity. And it's just in, its infancy.. •,
- Let- Mr...Tresekow explaifr how we, can preserve and
develop, these benefits if we'sell TVA to the 150. local
co-ops now buyirtg electricity...under contract. Will. they
have the same incentive.; "to develop- these benefits:
itoTilay for it through income ta4 deductions for d'epreti.,
• -




The major difference in the
corresponding positions of the
'57 Braves and '51 Dodgers is
that the "miracle Giants" had al-
reedy begun to make their move
while all the current "contend-
ers" are In a state of virtual
collapSe. The St. Louis Cardinals
have lost 9 in a row, the. Dodg-
ers have dropped 7 Of their last
10, the Redlegs have lust 8 of
Phillies 10 of their last II.
Aaron, who had hit only .271
in the previous lt games with
the Redlegs. sent the Braves off
winging with, a three-run homer
off Hal Jeffcoat in the ..first in-
ning and then blasted f• two-run
tomer off Don Gross in t h 0
seventh. Aaron. shoutThg for -the
NL's first triple crown since 1937
now leads the majors with 34
homers and 93 runs batted in
and holds a One-point lead over
Stan Musiaf, .334 to .333 in the
league batting race.
Spahn. beating the Redlegs for
flfth straight time this sea-
son and the 44th time in his
career, yielded an unearned run
in the second inning on Don
Husk's double, an error by Aa-
ron and Johnny Temple's single.
Ed Mathews and rookie Bob
tiazle also homered for the Brav-
e", .who have sucked Cincinnati
Ooetookkv
will show you why
OUTHEAT-OUTLAST ALL OTHERS!
Behind the gleaming, porcelain cabinet, you'll find a 
patented
inner unit that malues traveling floor heat possible. Lo
ok at the
big, furnace-type blower that drives the Sir through a 
battery
of wits-heat tub's that set right in the heart of the are! 
Siegler
doesn't wait for the hest to come out... a goes right in otter 
it,
then forces it over your floors! Content and see for your
self why












pitching for a .304-team batting
average in the 16 games.
Cards Keep towing
Moe Drabowsky pitched a sin-
hitter for the Chicago Cuba
whose 4-1 victory extended the
Cardinals' losing streak to their
longest since 1947. Dale Long
and Chuck Tanner homered be-
hind Drabowsky, who Struck out
seven while notching his ninth
win. Sam Junes was tagged With
his seventh defeat and his third
Vibe C.arduc, ,
-
Light - hitting 'catcher Valrny
Thomas knocked in four runs
with a homer and triple to lead
the Giants to a 9-4 conquest of
the Dodgers. Ramon blunzant,
received creklit for his first win
although Red Worthington held
the Dodgers hitless over the last
three innings. Don Drysdale suf-
fered his 7th loss compared to
10 victories. Philadelphia a n d
Pittsburgh were not scheduled.
The New York Yankees re-
gained a Ste-game lead in the
American League when they beat
the Boston Red Sox, 6-3, and
the Cleveland Indians defeated
the Chicago White Sox, 5-4. The
Kansas City Athletics downed
the Detroit Tigers, 772, in the
other game. ' ' •
Turley Wins lOte
Gil McDougald's two -- run
eighth-Inning homer was the big
blow for inc Yankees as Boo
turley won his Iiith game wen
relict aid from 13on Urim. 'led
Williams had two , of the Red
box' nine hits to raise his aver-
to spark an 11-hit Kansas City
attack that tagged 14-game vile-
ear Jim Bunning with his fifth •
loss. Johnny Groth and liarv
,-y





NEW YORK 41! -Major league
home run production is off 6.18
per cent this year with only six
of the 16 teams showing an in-
crease over their totals at a cor-
responding point of the 1956
season.
A United Press survey reveal-
ed today that the National Leag-
ue's sluggers have hit 4.4 per
cent fewer homers this year
antt'ttiat Amerlean League home
run output is off 8.2 per cent.
The figures' are based on 441
games played in the NL and
439 in the AL both this season
and last.
The league-leading Milwaukee
Braves. the St. Louis Cardinals,
the Philadelphia Phillies and the
New York Giants shoe increases
in the National League but only
the Kansas City Athletics and ̀
Boston Red Sox are hitting more
homers than last year in the
AL.
The Braves and Cincinnati
Redlegs top the 'majors with
136 home runs each, That figure
re
homers for the Braves compared
to their first 110 games in 1956
while it means a loss of 22 or
the Redlegs, who hit 158 in thew
first 110 game last year.
'The must amazing increase
in the majors has lieen accom-
plished by the Athletics, who
have increased their home run
production by 55 per cent. In
108 game last season the Ath-
letics hit only 79 homers. - 45
_fewer than they hit in their
arid Auto Supply
512 Main Phone 258
hitless' in two tries and uropped
to .380.
Chico Fernandez' grand - slam
homer in the sixth inning en-
abled the Indians to snap 'them
six-game hismg streak and Chi-
cago s three-game winning-ilieut
Don Molest went all the was to
win his ninth game v. Mile Jack
Hershman sulteied his beventn
aeteit.
• Billy Hunter had a single, dou-
ble and triple and Hilo- Martin
and Woody Held each humele:0 first 108 games :this year! V
SUMMER SPECIALS
;69.95 Eureka RRUFAipund Vacuum $50
31.95 Presto 21-qt. Pressure Cooker 19.95
109.50 Excello Rotary Mower . . . 80.00
Mirromatic 4-qt. Pressure 'Cooker 13.95 12.95
Ames Maid Step Stool 14.95 11.95
Aluminum Cake Cover 2.95 1.95
Ridild Knee Room Ironing Table 15.95 14.95
Handy Hannah Hair Dryer . . 6.95
Loinn• Plastic Bread Box 2.95
Miro Aluminum Sauce Pan set of 3) . 3.20
Cold Pack Canner 3.25
Daze/ Ice Crusher 9.95 7.95
Beacon Floor Wax qt. $1.10 - '2-gal. 1.75 - gal. 3.25
50-ft. Plastic Water Hose $2.45
20-gal. Garbage Can  , . 2.95
••
Large Trash Burner  • • • • • • 2.10
Wheel Barrow 9.95
KURFEES PAINTS
Flat Tint Wall Paint, gal.  $4.90
Granitoid Gloss Enamel, gal.  6.95
Porch Ind Floor Enamel, gal.  5.85
R.F.D. Outside White, gal.  4.10
Painters Pride Outside White, gal.  4.95
EVERKLEEN OUTSIDE WHITE
reg. 6.60 NOW $5.65
Nadco 66 Golf Cart reg. 19.95 Now 17.95
Admiral Portable Radio
GE All Transitor Portable Radio 
34.95
57.50
GE All Transistor Pocket Radio . . .. . . 39.95
Pleasure Cheat  reg. 11.95 NOW 9.95
FEDERAL., PLASTIC WARE
Square Dish Pan  1.50
All Purpose Pans  75c - 95c - $1.25
Clothes Basket  3.95
TOOLS for all TRADES and HOBBIES





'12th & Poplar Phone 1142
"WHERE PARKING IS NO PROBLEM"
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We will accept your ASC orders for lime spreading.
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
For lime, instea d of the Calloway County Soil Im-
provement Association.
We will give the same courteous service we have
given the last twelve years.
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Phone 1219 Hazel Highway
....-••••••••■••• 
•
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Farm News And Other Items Of Interest To Our Readers
DELEGATES - These Kentucky deleg
of the Tennessee Valley Association of T
Ala., were from Graves, Calloway Mars
row from left, William Hendon, Mani
Hugh Foster and C. 0. Bondurant. Bac
M s William Hendon. Mrs. Marvin Mya
Mrs. Albert Ilarell, W. R. Perry, Wood
Rogers, Mrs. B. W. Edmonds, Mrs. Draff
B. W. Edmonds, Mrs. Draffen Schfoidt,
er and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant.
gemperrIp•morm.1....••••1111•49
FARM PAGE
In The Rural Areas And Communities Of Calloway County.
- 
. ,
ates attending the 4th annual meeting
eat Dermonstration families at Sheffield,
hall and Trigg Counties. They are, front
n Myatt, Albert Harell, John V. Murphy,
k row, from the left, B. W. Edmonds,
tt, Miss Carolyn-
row Hill, Draffen- Schmidt, Miss Geneva
en Schmidt, Miss Geneva Rogers,. Mrs.
Mrs. John V: Murphy, Mrs. litugh Fost.
Milk Production
, Jumps. As Body.
Weight Increases
Studies. of dairy cows made
lby a northern state indicate that
-las body weights increase „within
breeds. milk product in-
creases.
Garland M. Bastin, Kentucky
.4KgrfetlItural Extension Service
, dairy specialist, said the study
showed that when Jerseys, for
instance, weighed 100 pounds
more than the usual weight for
that breed, milk production went
up 490 pounds annually; fgr
Guernseys, each 100-pound ,body-
weight increase resulted in 750
pounds more milk; and Holsteins,
970 pounds.
The larger cows consumed
morA feed, he said, but had a
higher income over feed costs
than did smaller cows of the
same breed.
For that reason, he says, dairy-
men shoald try to improve their
program of raising herd re-
placements, "larger animals with-
in a particular breed will usually
nave less trouble at their first
calving and also will have a
ctivn level for
'the first lactation; heifers not
properly grown out will usually
be less efficient throughout life
than heifers with normal grow-
In breeding heifers, dairymen
Planning And Reorganization
Make For Step Saying Kitchen
If kitchen work is g chore,
the chances are it can be made
easier liy moving some of the
food supplies and pieces of
equipment to the places where
they are usually used. Even
modern kitchens sometimes bene-
fit from simple reorganization.
Convenience and efficiency go
hand in hand in well-organized
kitchens, says Mrs. Gladys M.
Lickert. Extension housing spe-
cialist at the University of Ken-
tucky. During the coming months.
she will be helping homemakers
in Kentucky realize that dream
as she holds clinics in housing.
works with Farm and Home
Development programs, and con-
fers with individual families on
'now to solve their kitchen prob-
lems.
Mrs. Lickert offers these tips
to housewivei in reorganizing
their kitchens to save steps and
to make work easier:
Think of your kitchen as hav-
ing several "centers" for doing
the day-after-day jobs, such as
washing dishes, mixing biscuits
and other foods, and the actual
cooking; then store the things
together that are used in any
one of those centers. For ex-
ample, at the sink have the
dishpan, drainer., dish cloth, soap
or detergent, etc.; but also have
nearby the saucepans used with
water before they go to the
stove. Frying pans should be
stored near the stove.
At the mixing center • will be
the baking supplies a nd the
equipment usually used, such as
mixing bowls, measuring cups
and spoons and the like.
Duplieate sets of certain in-
expensive articles, such as meas-
uring spoons, and cups will be
handy, as will the small supply
of flour near the stove for gravies
and sauces, and salt at the stove,
the 'mixing center '
Combination Will
Control Black-Spot
Wettable sulfur dust and fixed
-copper dust in combination give
good control of black spot of
roses. says the Kentucky Experi-
ment Station's horticulture de-
partment. Experiments by the
USDA with this combination have
been successful.
Interaction of the sulfur with
the copper produced an effect






Tests show that cows wtiich
have free access to clean water
produce up to 25 per cent more
milk than cows watered only
once a day. says Ed Troutman,
Kentucky Agricultural Extension
Service dairy specialist.
Providing plenty of clean, fresh
water is one way to beat the
summer milk-production slump,
he says. Dairy cows require about
300 pounds of water to produce
100 pounds of milk, and the
average daily water. consumption
per cow will be rom 12 to 15
gallons: and there is a very
defiaite relationship be
am.itint of milk a cow produces
anci amount of water she drinks.
Pipe clean drinking water to
drinking cups in the barn or
outside ,to watering troughs, he
says; where cattle are allowed
to run in ponds, the water fre-
quently will become contaminat-
ed; drainage from the barn or
barn lots to water supplies also
can carry germs.
Body temperatures are higher
In the summer. Troutman notes,
which means water needs are
more pressing then. .
should watch for proper size;
if this proper size is attained
earlier than normal, take ad-
vantage of it by breeding for
an earlier animal.
Following are recommended
weights at which heifers should
be bred, and their satisfactory
calving weights in that order:
Ayrshire, 600 pounds and 850-
950 pounds; Brown Swiss. 750
pounds and 1,l50-l250 pounds;
Guernseys, 54) pounds and 800
to 900 pounds; Holsteins, 700
pounds and 1,100 to 1,200 pounds;
and' Jerseys, 500. pounds and
750 to 800 pounds. .
LIVESTOCK REPORT
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK-
YARDS UI - Livestock; "
Hogs 8,500; slow, uneven;
butchers mostly 50 cents lower,
instances 75 cents off; sows 25
to 50 cents lower; 210 to 260
lb butchers 21 to 21.50; sows 400
lbs down 18.75 to 19.75.
Cattle 3,800; calves 800; mod-
erately active and steady; high
choice and prime steers 26.50;
choice heifers and mixed yearl-
ings _24 to 24.50; cows active;
steady to strong; bulls active
and steady; good • stock heifers
20; vealers and calves mostl.
steady; high choice and primt
vealers 24 to 25; . good anc
choice slaughter calves ,U to
19.
1 Sheep 1,06(); about steady;
Ichoice, few prime spring slaugh-





Two suggestions on how to
control crabgrass. t h e annual
weed to be found in many lawns
at this time of year, come from
N. R. Elliott, Extension, specialist
in landscaping at the University
of Kentucky:
(1) Continue to cut the grass
regularly to prevent maturing
and scattering of seeds, and (2)
avoid watering the lawn at this
season, as to do' so only en-
courages the growth of the weed
It ,is a serious mistake, he
said, not to clip the lawn at
regular intervals, even though
the bluegrass shows little or no
growth. Crabgrass is an annual,
and cutting off the weed seeds,
followed by raking and burning,
is a step in. next year's control.
and should be continued until
after Iwo heavy frosts. 
Bluegrass, on the other hand.
is a cool weather crop, now
in its resting period. It will
come back with cooler weather.
Mr. Elliott, explained that the
Experiment Station at the Uni-
versity has found that September
15 is the. best time of year to
sow 'bluegrass seed. It should
be of, exceptionally high quality,
and free of all other seeds.
If the sod is reasonably good,-
use ti pound of seed to 1,000
square feet, and if it is on the
"light" side, increase the amount
to I pound, he advised.
Sowing should follow the clip-





The cticides DDT or para-
thion are Tffective in controlling
the peach tree borer, says the
Kentucky Experiment Station
horticulture department.
Both materials have been
found more effective than the
material PDS; the department
says.
Use 6 pounds of 50 per cent
wettable DT powder in 100 gal;
Ions of water; or 3 pounds of
15 per cent parathion wettable
powder per 100 gallons of water.
.76" '"*90,‘
-FLYING ANTS-









P.O. Box 84 Padv4ah, Ky.
Phone 3.2934 or 24896
Local Customers or
Contact direct or for Referencl
of Performance of Work cal
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Murray, Ky. Phone 2.631
- MARKET REPORT -
Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
August 13, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 1055
Good Quality Fat Steers $20.00-22.00
Med. Quality Butcher Cattle 15.00-19.00
Baby B  16.00-22.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type  11.50-13.00
Canners and Cutters  5.00-11.00
Bulls   14.80 down
VEMS -
Fancy Veals  24.10
No. 1 Veals  22.80
No 2 Veals  20.30
Throwouts  6.00-16.50
IOGS -
200 to 250 pounds  21.00
180 to 195 pounds  20.00
'YOUR MONEY B CK..IF IT KNOCKS IN YOUR CAR
(REGARIXESS OP MANE OR MODEL)
AND YOU SAVE UP
TO. a7/2.+GALLON
• 41:
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That there is contusion among
some housewives, as to whether
blanching of vegetables must be
done before freezing or canning,
is seen in the number of tele-
%tone calls made to Extension
foods specialists at the University
of Kentucky.
All vegetables to be frozen
must be blanched or scalded to
halt the action of enzymes that
would otherwise cause loss of
food value, flavor, color and
texture, says Mrs. Pearl Haak,
UK canning authority.
She recommends blanching 'a
. small amount of the vegetable
a time in a wire basket or
cheese cloth. Use a gallon' of
boiling water to a pint or pound
of vegetable, so that boiling will
not stop when . the vegetable is
lowered into it:or so that it will
__resume boiling quickly. 
After the recommended time
for scalding, chill the vegetables
in ice water, drain well and
pack for freezing immediately.
lib takes about as long to cool
liFgetables in ice water as to
blanch them in boiling water.
Vegetables will keep best and
have a 'fresher flavor if they are
frozen within 6 hours after being
gathered, says Mrs. Haak.
Here are the recommended
minutes , for scalding, depending
on the size of vegetables:
Lima and green beans, 2 to 3
minutes; broccoli and cauliflower,
lirriinuteta corn on the cob, 7 to
n minutes; whole kernel corn, 4
minutes; cream style corn, add
cup water to 1 cup of corn
and bring to boil; kale, turnip,
mustard or spinach greens. 1 to
2 minutes; okra, 3 to 4 minutes,
and summer squash cut in Ii-inch






When buying ewe lambs this
summer for breeding purposes,
make sure they are the type
that will fit in well with Ken-
tucky sheep production, says R.
C. Miller, Kentucky Agricultural
Extension Service sheep specia-
list. .
Make sure the Iambs weigh
about 90 pounds at breeding
time, he says; buy them in car-
load lots - on a community
pool basis if possible - and
plirchase them "in wool," not
shorn. •
Unshorn early black face-cross
ewe Iambs weighing around 90
pounds should , shear at least
four pounds of wool, which will
help pay shipping costs, he notes.
The early blackface-cross ewe
lambs normally produce a lamb
crop of 70 to 80 per cent the
first year when bred as lambs;
their breeding does not appre-
ciably affect their later useful-
ness as breeders.
However, Miller notes, inex-
perienced sheepmen should not
try this. type of program. The
lambs, being immature, have
 ctifftentr
er sheep, give less milk, and
their lambs are longer in finish-
ing; they also require more feed,
as they must provide 'for their
own growth
slices, 3 minutes.
Vegetables that are to be can-
ned may be packed raw into
glass jars or tin cans or . they
may be preheated and packed
hot. Raw food should be 'packed
tightly in the jar as it shrinks
diiiing processing; hot food shuilld
be packed •fairly loosely, and
should be at or near the boiling
point when placed in the Jar.
All vegetables except tomatoes
should then be processed in a
steam pressure canner.
Tomatoes (an acid food) may
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A BIBLE THOUPHT FOR TODAY
If ye abide in me and my words abide in
you ye shall ask what ye will and it shall be
given you.
Don't miss the word_ IF. For one thing you will
not pray amiss. You will pray for things that will be




63 51- .553 817._
61 .„5/2 .540 10
59 '53 521 11 1-;
52 63 452 20
42 69 .378 28
jra Ansi
•••••• New York 9 Brooklyn 4
Chicago 4 St. Louis 1




I Cincinnati at Chicago
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r since the late Henry' Ford proposed to take over Pittsburgh at Broolityn
tigg nitrate plants built bi- the government at Muscle St. Louis at Milwaukee
Shoals, private interest", have dreamed about using funds
provided by taxpayers to finance their own interests.
ebi'Proposals from time to time differ, but the objective
it; always the same-to get control of something the
public provided for itself on the pretext of paying back' Ne„. y, ,r k
6
- an littempt.
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, The first experience municipalities in this section
irted with private power companies which wouldn't risk
their own capital to provide electric plants, but waited
will taxpayers built.them, was more than a generation,
lau when high-powered salesmen of 4he Samuel Insull
stripe sold us on the idea that these privately-owned
companies could give us better service than we could
provide for ourselves.
-01"hose few who .will s,jll think so should ask men
wire had control- of the local Board of Public Utilities'
IsEn we-loos over the antiquated system from the old =
.T. ,,Company. Private power interests were so thorosigh-1
ly discredited about toe time 'Congress authorized the
Tennessee Valley Auitiority that they have never had =
the nerve to enter this- particular field again. That is.
-`-not until now. .
About two years ago the Hoofer Commission, (head-
ed by Herbert Hoover of the Samuel Insull era), recom-
mended that the federal government get out of the powr
er businem on the grounds that it was "socialistic.'-'-- His
Fecommendation wasn't taken seriou.siy at the time be-
Icaue TVA was delivering 60', of its output to AEC de-
pelopments at Oak Ridge and Paducah. and because it
'iad just finished two multi-million dollar steam plants
to replace electricity 'converted to these two atomic
!plants classified as -top emergency."
This old proposal of the Hoover Commission is being
.renewed now by a financier named •W4ter Von Trese-
!kow of New York who proposes to loan money: to the
,15Q customers of TVA so they - can buy, and eventually
'own, the electric system outright. Private power interests
• are not even mentioned in connection with the proposal,
but anybody who can't ,see them in the offing is blind
_indeed. -
- '
The way the private - power interests obtained all
the municipal Plants in this area -tit the first place a
to bide their time until rotten local politics practically
bankrupted municipal systems and rates were prohibi-
• tive. And they-.just smart enough to know this can
happen again. But even if it never happens all the bene-
fits. of TVA would be removed by the requirements of
any sort of sales program. • .
The arguments. against the Tresekow proposal are too
nuwerous tostake up here-6ut we want to raise a ques-
.maii.in as to why it has been renewed at this. tinse. Our
reader's know full well that the United Staters Senate
only last week passed a bill which would take TVA out
of politics and permit it to issue bcin.ds up to 750 million
dollars to finance future eXpansion. The Tre;ickow pro.,
poial is, of ,course, made at this time to defeat this re-
financing. plan.
Bit assumption that areYthing is better than federal
Ownership and control of . TVA is juat like_that of. Her-
- bert Hoover, and others who have always believed_ the
goeetnment silouldn't operate ankthing-fur profit.; no
. matter how it -may benefit the public. If a proposition
is certain :6;1-10.e it is considered a government funeTon,
' . and anything that can be made zo_fitable should be
• passed on to- private. enterprise, even priaver firms that
have been discredited for fleecing the public, charging
exhorbitant rates and evading.taxes at the same time
they are shedling to high heaven about how much their
tax burden _is.
Friendsli.of TVA have suffered reverses ever since
General Vogel wit,- appointed .as chairman of TVA. Wg
believe fiii= sincererdesire it to wreck this great .alrency,
- and now that he i, the only kember on the Board of Di-
rectors the privaty industry maY be expected to use
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United Press Sports Writer
, SAN FRANCISCO lft - If you
are heading for the hills, Men,
to do a spot of- deer hunting.
the odds are 4-1 better that
you'll return alive if you wear
yellow hunting clothes instead
of The traditional red.
Tests have been going on for
nearly a year now to prove that
yellow is easier seen in the woods
than ,red and the results have
been so consclusive t t manu-
facturers this fall pu on sale
sellow hunting togs.
The tests hate been made at
Ft. Lewis. Wash.. Ft. Ord, Calif.,
and in the Skokomish Valley





Rei Chula on Petpint's all-
expense tour from the World
Youth festival In Moscow
cnuitel O'Consiell 1==asavat, 14-
year-old polio victim and son
of a retired Chicago police-
man. Trip violates U. S. pass-
port regulatiuns. (International)
Yellow could be considered be-
tween four and five time. more
easily /wind than red.
Olympic peninsula test (where
a hunter had been killed a few
days before wearing red jacket
and, red. cap). Ground was cover-
ed with five inches. of snow,
evergreens camouflaged - ny snow,
contrasting darkness from stumps,
lots and deciduous brush. sun-
shine brilliant. Colors qualified
in this order: Yellow, yellow
flueireseept, orange, orange fluo-
rescent, red fluarescent, green,
red, blue plaid.
At great' distances, according
to a Navy test, yellow tended
to become white and would not
be suitable as a "survival color"
National League Contenders Hope For Miracle
Finish To Catch The Flying Milwaukee Team
By FRED DOWN
United Press Sports Writer
The National League's chances
of heading off Milwaukee's pen-
mutt express rested today on the
forlorn hope that one of the
Braves' bedraggled pursuers can
Match the 1951 Giants' "miracle
finish." '
The Braves just about com-
pleted "opeiration wrapu p"
Thursday night when they crush-
ed the Cittempt-4.4MitAselisik•
to run their winning streak to
10 games and their 'first - place
to--sik.,=itank 'Aaron druve
in five nans with his 33rd and
34th homers and Warren Snahn
spun . an eight-hitter :es the
Braves whipped the Redlealr ter
the 14th time in 16 meetings.
That 81/2-same lead with only
'41 games to play places t h e
Braves in almost exactly the
same position at were the 1951
Brooklyn Dodgers. The Dodgers
led by nine games with 41 to
play that. year only to have the
Giants win 30 of their last 36
games and then win the resulting
playoff on Robby Thompson's
famous home run.
Contenders Collapsing
The major difference in the
corresponding , positions of the
'57 Braves and '51 Dodgers is
that the "miracle Giants" had al-
ready begun to make their -move
while all the current "contend-
ers" are in a state of =virtual
collapse. The St. Louis Cardinals
have lust 9 in a row, the Dodg-
ers have dropped 7 of their last
10, the Redlegs have lost 8 of
In snow country.
But most hunting- accidents
Yesterday's Results
New York f) Boston 3.
Cleveland 5 Chicago 4
Kansas City 7 Detroit 2
 (Only games scheduled.). =
Today's Games
RIDE SOO
the California Optometric Asso-
ciation: National Rifle Association
The tests showed:
*Ft. Lewis. 'conducted In
an area typical of a rain forest.
Treei were bright greed, grass
brown. The variestii colors (Mini-
fied in this order yellow, yellow
fluorescent. multinaored•
orange, orange fluorescent; bltie,
red. green. Tests were -taken
at Sn. 100 150. and 200 yards.
•




HEAVILY ARMED with guitar and 
harmonica, two modern-day
Wyatt Earps. the McGinnis brothers. Mike,
 15, and Alex, 18,
arrive in Valley Falls, Kan., at end of a 500
-mile ride from Peoria,
Ill They are visiting r
elatives, will return by truck. They camped
along the road during th• 15-day lops. 
(International Mae sataaitn
public other than electricity.-Pltid control is valuable
to evrybody-in the 'feline:lee .Vietley. The same is tru=
of river transportation, soil coriservation, increased timb-
er resources and fertilizer produkion. And 1484,....lat,..,...tlie
I
blingekit.cif all, is the rapidly growing tourist trade. It has •
developed into onernf Kentucky's largest andustfies. 11
ranks ahead of the production amid distribution of elec-
tricity...4nd . it's Just in its infancy.
. Let Mr. Tresckow explain how we can preserve and
develop these benefits if. we sell TVA • to the 150 local,
1
crops now- buying electricity under contract. ‘Vill they.
have the same-incentives to develop these- benefits? ,i
300- allured in hunting accidents
each sear, the purchase of yellaw
hunting clothes appears as
important link in the art
sun it al.
The 'general belief is that
an.mals cm not care what color
you wear - they all are color
maid, anyway. Only thing they






FRESNO. Calif. =1, - Rudy
Jordan, 139s, Lou_ Angeles. out-
puin.ed Tominy Romulo, Philip-
pines, 1361a, 110).
when We need new locks- such as_.the one TVA is now -
building at Wilson Dam will -these 150 new:owners feel
like providing them when there is no way for them tr.
get a return Oil their investment?
. The ahrument that it takes the government to de-
veiop a 'river valley-, brit it should be. turned over to pri- 1
every card in the deck to carry out their designs against 'vide enterprilfe 
after it is developed, is.invalid.•It is like I
Public -power in general and TVA in particular. . saying it 
took the taxpayers to build goVernment print- i
Phillies 10 of their last 13.
Aaron, who had hit only .271
in-Trfe previous If games with
the Redlegs, sent. the Braves off
winging with a three-run bonier
off Hal Jeffcoat in the first in-
ning and then blasted a two-run
homer off Don Gross . in t.h e
seventh. Aaron, shoottng for 'the
NL's first triple .crown since 1937
now leads the majors with 34
homers and 93 .runs batted in
and holds a one-point lead over
Stan Musial. .334 to .333 the
league- batting race.--
Spahri betting the Redlegs for
the fifth straight time this sea-
son and the 44th time in his
career, yielded an unearned run
in the second inning on Don
HaalCs double, an error by Aa-
ron and Johnny -Temple's single.
Ed Mathews anti rookie Bob
Fiazle also homered for the Brav-
es, who have sucked Cincinnati
Ooe took Ail e
will show you why
OUTHEAT-OUTLAST ALL OTHERS!
"Our greatest hope is that they will do like 11enry ing plent at Wa
shington,bilt now that it is boat, and 4 .
Ford did-show their hands too plainly. Even enemies in profitable 
operation, the .goverument should sell it 
.,
:if public power may revolt over Open raids O'n their 
to the Ledger 4 Times for nothing down and so mu( =
treasury and the Tresckow proposal smells just like such a 
year fi'ir the next fifty years, thereby permitting u,
_ • . 'to pay fur it thrQuirh• income tax ded
uctions tor deprecia-
Behind the gleaming, porcelain cabinet, you'll find 
patented
nines-unit that makes traveling floor heat possible. Look
 at the
big, furnace-type blower that drives the air through a b
attery
of inner heat tub's that set right in the heart of the fire! Siegler
doesn't wait for the heat to come out... goes right in after 
it,
then forces it over your floors'. Come in and see for yourself why
Siegler outheats-aritlaits all others! MONEY RACK
- - 41 4/11•A111111
:11111e,"'
512 Main
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pitching for a .304-team batting
average in the 16 games.
Cards Keep Losing
Moe Drabowsky pitched a six-
hitter for the Chicago tubs.
whose 4-1 victory extended the
Cardinals' losing streak to their
longest since 1947. Dale Long
and Chuck Tanner hornered be-
hind Drabowsky, who struck out
seven while notching his ninth
win. Sam Junes was tagged with
is





---• Light-s .hitting - catcher- -Vainly -
Thomas knocked in four runs.
with a homer and. triple to lead
the Giants to a 9-4 conquest uf
the Dodgers. Sanwa Mosunt
received credit for his -first win
although Red Worthington held
the Docigers hitless over the last
three innings. Don Drysdale suf-
fered his 7th loss compared to
10 victories. Philadelphia a n d
Pittsburgh were not scheduled.
The New York Yankees re-
gained a 55-2-game lead in the
American League when they beat
the Boston Red Sox, 6-3, and
the Cleveland Indians defeated
the Chicago White Sox, 5-4. The
Kansas City Athletics downed
the Detroit Tigers, 7-2, in the
other game.
Turley Wins 10t.a
Gil McDougald's two - run
eighth-Inning tiomer was the big
blow for the 4 Yankees as Boo
Turley won his 19th game ento
relict aid from Bois Urim. 'led
Williams had two of the Red
Sox' nine hits to raise his aver-
.1 Mantle wen
hitless. in two tries and dropped
to .380.
Chico Fernandez' grand - slam
hotner in the ssxth inning en-
abled the Indians to snap their
sijãiii I Strearann-thi-
eaves three-game winning skein.
Don Mussi went all the w4 to
win his ninth game senile Jack
Hershman sultered his seventh
ueleat.
Billy Hunter had a single. dou-
ble and triple and Bilis- Hama
and Woody Held each humeied
to spark an 11-.lit Kansas City
attack that tagged 14-game win-
ner Jim Bunning with his fifth •
loss. Johnny Groth and Harvey





NEW YORK it? --Major league
home run production is off 6.18
per cent this year with =Alb' six ,
4.71 the 111 tcanr.-. sliewasg an
crease over their totals at a cor-
responding point of the 1956
season.
A United Pries survey reveal-
ed today that the National Leag-
ue's sluggers have hit 4.4 per
cent fewer ,homers this year -
and that American League home
run output is off 8.2 per cent.
The figures are ba.sed on 441
games played in the NL and
439 in the AL both this season
and last.
The league-leading Milwaukee
Braves. the St. Louis Cardinals,
the Philadelphia Pnillies and the
New York Giants how increases
in the National League but only
the Kansas City Athletics and
Boston Red Sox art hitting more
homers than last year in the
AL. 
.
The Braves and Cincinnati
Redlegs top= the majors with
136 home runs each. That figure
homers for the Braves compared
to their first 110 games in 1956
while it means a loss of 22 fore
the Redlegs, who hit 158 in their
first 110 game last year.
The most amazing Increase -,
in the majors has been accom-
plished by the Athletics, who
have increased their home run,
production by 55 per cent. In
108 game last season the Ath-
letics hit only 79 homers - 45
fewer Ilion they hit in their
first 108 games this year!
SUMMER SPECIALS
$69.95 Eureka RoUgund Vacuum $50
31.95 Presto 21-qt. Pressure Cooker 19.95
109.50 Excello Rotary Mower 80.00
Mirrornatic 4-qt. Pressure Cooker . . 13.95 12.95
Ames Maid Step Stool  14.95 11.95
Aluminum Cake Cover  2.95 1.95
RadJid Knee Room Ironing Table 15.95 14.95
Handy Hannah Hair Dryer 6.95
Loma Plastic Bread Box 2.95
Miro Aluminum Sauce Pan (set of 3$ 3.20
Cold Pack Canner 3.25
Dazey Ice Crusher  9.95 7.95
Beacon Floor Wax qt. $1.10. ' 2 - g al . 1.75 - gal. 3.25
50-ft. Plastic Water Hose  $2.45
20-gal. Garbage Can  ;. 2.95
Large Trash Burner • • 2.10
Wheel Barrow  9.95
KURFEES PAINTS
Flat Tint Wall Paint, gal. $4 90
Granitoid Gloss Enamel, gal.  . , . 6.95
Porch and Floor Enamel, gal.  5.85
R.F.D. Outside White, gal.   4.10
Painters Pride Outside White, gal.  4.95
EVERKLEEN OUTSIDE WHITE
reg. 6.60 NOW $5.65
Nadco 66 Golf Cart reg. 19.95 Now 17.95
Admiral Portable Radio  34.95
GE All Transitor Portable Radio  57.50
GE All Transistor Pocket Radio  39.95
Pleasure Chest  reg. 11.95 NOW 9.95
FEDERAL PLASTIC WARE
Square Dish Pan  1.50
All Purpose Pans  75c - 95c $1.25
Clothes Basket  3.95
TOOLS for all TRADES and HOBBIES
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make sure they are the type
that will fit in well with Ken-'
tstelsy-elseep production, ray R;
C. Miller, Kentucky Agricultural
Extension Service sheep specia-
list.
Make sure the lambs weigh
about 90 pounds at breeding
time, he says; buy them in car-
load lots - on a community
pool basis if possible - and
foods specialists at the University purchase them "in wool," not
of Kentucky. shorn.
Unshorn early blackface-crossAll vegetables to be frozen
must be blanched or scalded to ewe lambs weighing around 90
pounds should shear at least
four pounds of wool. which will
help pay shipping costs, he notes.
The early blackface-cross ewe
lambs normally produce a lamb
crop of 70 to 80 per cent the
first year when bred as lambs;
their breeding does not appre-
ciably affect their later useful-
ness as breeders.
However, Miller notes. inex-
perienced sheepmen should ..not
try this type of piogram. The
lambs
That there is confusion among
some housewives, as to whether
blanching of vegetables must be
done before freezing or canning,
is seen in the number of tele-
%/one calls made to Extension
halt the action of enzymes that
would otherwise cause loss of
food value, flavor, color and
texture. says Mrs. Pearl Haat':
UK canning authority.
She recommends blanching a
small amount of the vegetable
zal a time in a wire basket or
cheese cloth. Use a gallon of
boiling water to a pint. or.pound
of vegetable, so that boiling will
not stop when the vegetable is
lowered into it, or so that it will
res m
After the recommended tirng
for scalding, chill the vegetable
in ice water, drain well and
pack for freezing immediately.
Ili takes about as long to cool
iegetables in ice water- as tb
blanch them in boiling water.
Vegetables will keep best and
have a fresher flavor if they are
frozen within 6 hours after being
gathered, says Mrs: Haak.
Here are the recommended
minutes for scalding, depending
on the size of vegetables:
Lima and green beans, 2 to 3
minutes; broccoli and cauliflower.
Ih n3inutes; corn on the cob. 7 to
I minutes; whole kernel corn, 4
minutes; cream style corn, add
3/4 cup water to 1 cup of corn
and bring :So boil; kale, turnip,
mustard or spinach greens, 1 to
2 minutes; okra, 3 to 4 minutes,
and summer squash cut in les-inch
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re
more difficult lambings than old
er sheep, give less milk, and
their lambs are longer in finish-
ing; theyealso require more feed,
as they must provide fur their
own growl).
slices, 3 minutes.
Vegetables that are to be can-
ned may be packed raw into
glass jars or tin cans or they
may be preheated and packed
hot. Raw food should be packed
tightly in.. the jar as it shrinks
during processing; hot food should
be 'packed fairly loosely, and
should be at or near the boiling
point when placed in the jar.
All vegetables except tomatoes
should then be processed in a
steam pressure canner.
Tomatoes (an acid food) may
be processed in the hot water
bath canner.
Attention Farmers
We will accept your ASC orders for lime spreading.
WE ARE NOW VENDORS FOR THIS COUNTY,
for lime, instea dig the Calloway County Soil 1311-
provement Association.
We will give the same courteous service we have.
given the last twelve years.
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Phone 1219 Hazel Highway
es.•/.
DELEGATES - These Kentucky delegates attending the 4th annual meeting
of the Tennessee Valley Association of Test Demonstration families at Sheffield,
Ala., were from Graves, Calloway Marshall and Trigg Counties. They are, front
row from left, Wi+liam Hendon, Marvin Myatt, Albert Harell, John V. Murphy,
Hugh Foster and C. 0. Bondurant. Bac k row, front-the-IeftT-B. -'W. Edmouds,
rs. William Hendon, Mrs. Marvin Myatt,-MRS-Ciiiiirlii-Galloway, C. E. Wyatt,
Mrs. Albert W. R. Perry, Woodrow Hill, Draffen Schmidt, Miss Geneva
Rogers, Mrs. B. W. Edmonds, Mrs. Draff en Schmidt, Miss Geneva Rogers, Mrs.
B. W. -Edmonds, Mrs. Draffen Schmidt, Mrs. John V. Murphy, Mrs. Hugh Fost-
er and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant.
Planning And Reorganization
a e or Step Saving Kitchen
If kitchen work is a chore,
the chances are it can be 'made
eSsier by moving some of the
food supplies . and pieces of
equipment to the places where
they are usually used. Even
modern kitchens sometimes bene-
fit from simple reorganization.
Convenience and efficiency go
hand in hand in well-organized
kitchens. says Mrs. Gladys M.
Lickert. Extension housing spe-
cialist at the University of Ken-
tucky. During the coming months.
she will be helping homemakers
in Kentucky realize that dream
as she holds clinics in housing.
works with Farm and Horne
Development programs, arsd con-
fers with individual families on
now to solve their kitchen prob-
lems.•
Mrs. Liekert offers these tips
to tegisewive? in reorganizing
their kitchens to save steps and
tct snake work -easier:
Think of your kitchen as hav-
ing several "centers" for doing
the day-after-day jobs, such as
washing dishes, mixing biscuits
and other foods, and the actual
cooking; then store the things
together that are used in any
one of those centers. For ex-
ample, at the sink have -the-
Plenty Of
Water Helps
dishpan, drainer, dish cloth, soap Milk Outputor detergent, etc; bui also have
nearby the saucepans used with
water before they go to the
stove. Frying pans should be
stored near the stove.
At the mixing center will be
the baking supplies a n d the
equipment usually used, such as
mixing bowls, measuring cups
and spoons and the like. ,
Duplicate sets of certain in-
expensive articles, such as meas-
uring spoons, and cups will be
handy, as will the smaii supply
of flour near the stove for gravies




Wettable sulfur dust and fixed
copper dust in combination give
good control of black spotT or
roses, says the Kentucky Experi-
ment Station's horticulture de-
partment. Experiments by the
USDA with this Combination have
been successful.
Interaction of the sulfur with
the copper produced an effect
"far greater" than the use of
either alone.
Tests show that cows which
have free access to clean water
produce up to 25 per cent more
milk than cows watered only
a day. says Ed ,Troutman,
Kentucky .Agricultural Extension
Service dairy specialist.
Providing plenty of clean, fresh
water is one way to beat the
summer milk-production slump,
he says. Dairy cows require about
300 pounds of water to produce
100 pounds of milk, and the
average daily water consumption
per cow will be -rum . 12 to 15
gallons; and there is a very
definite relationship be
amount of milk a cow produces
and amount of water she drinks
Pipe clean drinking water to
drinking cups in the barn or
outside to watering ,troughs, he
says; where cattle are allowed
to run in ponds, the water fre-
quently will become contaminat-
ed; drainage fn .in the barn or
barn lots to water supplies also
can carry germs.
Body temperatures are higher
In the summer, Troutman notes.
which means • water steeds an:




Studies' of -dairy cows made
by a northern state indicate that
as bodY weights increase within
breedss milk prod uct ion in-
creases.
Garland M. Bastin, Kentucky
Agricultural Extension Service
dairy -_oecialist, said the study
showed that when Jerseys, for
instance, weighed /00 pounds
more than the usual weight, for
;hat breed, milk production went
up 490 pounds annually; _for
Guernseys, each 100-pound body-
weight increase resulted in 750
, pounds more milk; and Holsteins,
1970 pounds.
The larger cows consumed
. more feed, he said, but had a
higher income over feed costs
1 than did smaller cows of the
.same breed.
For that reason, he says, dairy-
men should try to improve their
program of raising herd re-
placements, "larger animals with-
in, a particular breed will usually
nave less trouble at their first
and -also will a
higher milk production level for
the first lactation; heifers not
properly grown out will usually
be less efficient throughout life
than heifers with normal grow-
th." •
In breeding heifers, dairymen
should watch for proper size:
if this proper size is attained
earlier than normal, take ad-
vantage of it by breeding for
an earlier animal.
Following • are recommended
weights at which heifers should
be bred, .'and -their satisfactory.
calving weights in that order:
Ayrshire, 600 pounds and 850-
950 pounds; Brown Swiss, 750
pounds and 1,150-t.250 pounds;
Guernseys, 550 pounds and 800
to 900 pounds; Holsteins, 700
pounds and 1,100 to 1,200 potinds;
and Jerseys, 500 pounds and
750 to 800 pounds.
•
LIVESTOCK REPORT,
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK-
YARDS VI - Livestock:
flogs 8.500; slow, uneven;
butchers mostly 50 cents lower,
instances 75 cents off; sows 25
to 54) cents lower; 210 to 260
lb butchers 21 to 21.50; sows 400
lbs down 18.75 to 19.75.
Cattle 3,600; cakes 800; mod-
erately active and steady; high
choice and prime steers 26.50;
choice heifers anc: mixed yearl-
ings 24 te 24.50; cows active -Y
'steady to strong; bulls active
I., and steady; good stock heifers
20; vealers and calves mostly
steady; high choice and prime
vealers 24 to 25; good and
choice slaughter calves 17 te
,19.
I Sheep 1,040; about steady;
,choice, few prime spring slaugh-
iter Iambs 29 to 23.50.
• 
'




Two suggestions .on how to
control crabgrass, t h e annual
weed to be found in many lawns
at this-time of year, come from
N. R. Elliott, Extension specialist
in, landscaping at the University
of Kentucky:
(1) Continue to cut the grass
regularly to prevent maturing
and scattering of seeds, and (2)
avoid watering the lawn at this
season, as to do so only en-
courages the growth of the weed
It is a serious mistake, he
said, not to clip the lawn at
regular intervals, even though
the bluegrass shows little or no
growth. Crabgrass is an annual,
and cutting off the weed seeds,
followed by raking and burning,
is a step in next year's control,
and should be continued until
atter .wo -heavy rsosts.
Bluegrass, on the other hand,
is a cool weather crop, now
in its resting period. It will
come back with cooler weather.
Mr. Elliott explained that the
Experiment Station at the Uni-
ve_Tsity has found that September
15 is the best time of year to
sow bluegrass seed. It should
be of exceptionally high quality,
and free of all other seeds.
If the sod is reasonably good,
use pound of seed to 1,000
square .feet, and if it is .on the
"light" side, increase the amount
to T2 pound, he advised.
Sowing should follow the clip-
ping and raking of the lawn.
PAGE THREE
Peachtree Borer - _
,Control Tip Giverr
-
The I.:sec:icicles DDT or para.
thion are effective in controlling
the peach tree borer, says the
Kentucky Experiment St at ion
horticulture department.
Both materials have bee!)
found more effective than the
matekial PDB, the department
says.
Use 6 pounds of 50 per cent
wettable' DT powder .in 100 gal.
lofts -ot water; or 3 pounds of
15 per cent parathion wettable












P.O. Box 84 Paducah, Ky.
Phone 3-2934 or 5-6696
Local Customers or
Contact direct or for Referenci
of Performance of Weistaeel
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Murray, Ky. Phone 261
- MARKET REPORT -
Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
August 13, 1957
TOTAL HEAD 1055
Good Quality Fat Steers $20.00-22.00
Med. Quality Butcher Cattle 15.00-19.00
Baby Beeves 16.00-22.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type 11.50-13.00
Canners and Cutters 5.00-11.00
Bulls 14.80 down
VEAL -5 - --
Fancy Veal,  24.10
No. 1 Veals  •   22.80
No 2 Veals   20.30
Throwouts  6.00-16.50
HOGS -
200 to 250 pounds  21.00
180 to 195 pounds  20.00
'YOUR MONEY B IF IT KNOCKS IN YOUR CAR
(REGARDLESS OP WANE OR 1401761.)
= -
,41.11..0.1,- .i.1•••••
AND YOU SAVE UP
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The Young Women's Class of
the First Baptist Church, Mrs.
E C Jones. teacher, will have
a dinner meeting at the Murray
Gr.:I at ulx-tenay o'clock.
'Make reservations whit your
group captain by -Fr
• • • •
Tuesday. August 20
Circle Ill of the wscs at the
First Met:locust tThurcn Whilmat
in the home of Mrs. Lothar
Jackson on Elm Street at two-
thirty o'clock. Mrs. W. A. Bell
will be the program leader.
• • • •
The Dorcus Sunday School
Class of toe First Baptist Church
111 meet at six o'clock at the
Park for its regular annual
farmly picnic. Each family is to










ILIS EACH SUNDAY A.M.









A son, David Dwight, weighing
seven pounds eight ounces, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Dean Johnson. College Station,
on Thursday. August 1. at the
Murray • Huepital.
— • • • •
Mrs. C. G. Jellison and Miss
Jenne Lou Jellison left Tuesday
morning for Louisville to make 
final preparations for Miss Jel-
ii"arr.,i's wedding to Sneed A.
Lassen at the Douglass Boulevard
Christian Church on.. Sunday,
August 18.
• • *
Mrs. Everett Norsworthy has
as her guest, Mrs. Brandenburg
of Louisville.
• * *
William Wallace is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Lawrence Woods of Benton for
their daughter, weighing seven
poUnds .11 ounces, born on





The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of the Woman's Society of Chris-
tian service of the First Metho-
dist Church held its regular
meeting at the social hall of the
church on -Monday, August 12,
at Seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs. Rue Overbey presented
the program for the evening. The
subject of her very interesting
and inspiring talk was "Missions
To USA."
The devotion from the eigh-
teehthi chapter of Isaiah was also
given by Mrs. Overbey.
4114.'•Chartes Robertson pre-
sided* at the business- meeting-
During the social hour refresh-
ments were served by the hos-
tesses who were Mrs. Boron




HALIFAX. N. S. Ml — Terry
Kidd is a young man of a few
wcrds. He had only one comment
after causing his father's auto
to roll into the harbor. Said





Mrs. Goldia McKee' Curd, state
manager of the Woodmen Circle,
accompanied by Misses Loretta
Culver, Rose Dyer, Shirley Kil-
gore, June Garrison, Glenda Cul-
ver, and Lorna Alexander went
to the Mammoth Cave this week
to attend the Woodmen Circle
Central Kentucky Area meeting.
While there the girls took a sight
seeing trip through the Mam-
moth Cave.
Miss Loretta Culver, state
captain, directed the drill Work
for the occasion and Miss Dyer,
who is Southern States warden
-al thte,Tau Pki Lambda ficzt
served as assistant - attendant.
The other four Murray girls
lead the team work.
Unusual in the initiation cere-
mony was the aecepisnee and
initiation of an eighty-two year
old candidate, Mrs. Lawrence
Baize, C.aneyville. Mrs. Baize has
been interested for many years
in the Woodmen Circle Society
and has attended several of i is
open meetings, but because of
her age she has not been eligible
for any of the insurance protec-
tion plans. She madeeapplication
for honorary membership a is d
SPREE PUBLICITY was accepted. She was extended
LONDON IfS — . Directors of a very warm welcome by the
Fremlin's Brewery are to have state president, Mrs. Nell Church-
their own company tie. The well, Louisville, who presided
cravat will feature pink ele- during the meeting, by Mrs. Nola
phants on a dark background. Mottenberry, national represen-
tative, Bowling Green, who serv-
ed as past president, and by
Mrs. Mary Brink, Louisville, past
state president, who acted as
first vice president.
Mrs. Arnie Abraham, state
musician, Louisvllle, had charge
the musical numbers, and Mrs
IffamYe Lee Myers, Russellville,
former state president, directed
the group singing.
Representatives from nine
groves participated in the day's
activities. Plans were made to
make the event an annual affair,
and officers were elected to
serve at the next meeting.
TCLARK GABLE, CONFIDENTIALLY
'14q
Left: The Purim rubes a threatening finger as she announces
she is suing oeseaseettei for $3,000,000. She la former wits oe
Edmund Purdom. and salt iniolvee statements In a Confidential
article entitled. "What Edmund Pnrdom Didn't TelL" Rights
Howard Rushmore enters court. He is former Confidential editor.
ile said Francesca de Scarfs told him nhe got leo for an article
on the first Mrs. Clark Gable by having an affair with Gabia.
. Gable, In Bewail, said he "never mat the lady In my We.*
Herb Jefferies (middle), former hustraml of "party girl" goo.
isle Qur'an. looks over his subpoena with hvo court guards.,
SCENES FROM `le Confidential magazine criminal libel drama In
Lon Angeles indicate further telltissemy will beta conformity with
August weather. (itirernatinnai sosedsasoros) ,
• 1144#4
" STOP "
DON'T BUY THAT NEW
CAR BEFORE SEEING US!
We are in a position ilin-ir4r
the month of Augiv4t to gi‘e
you t h e best trad 4. or
straight sale price ever of-
fered on a new Old-mobile.
Don't 1/...t This Opportunity
Pass ! !
J. T. Hale Motor Sales
Murray, Ky. Phone 833
r- 7 A. C. SANDERS or VERBLE TAYLOR
. • • eemeeeee•eowee•••••••••eme•••••••••••••••




Miss Jenne Lou Jellison and
Mrs. C. G. Jellison entertained -
with a trousseau party at the
Jellison home on Poplar Street
on Monday morning.
The guests enjoyed viewing
the trousseau of Miss Jellison
who will be married to Stuart
A. Lassen of Battle Creek, Mich.,
on Sunday, August 18, at the
Douglass Boulevard Christian
Church in Louisville.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses.
Ste.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tolley
left Sunday for a ‘isit with Mrs.
Tolley's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Randolph Shoemaker of Orange,
Texas.
•




LONDON RP —The American
woman can out-drink, out-smoke
out-talk and out-muscle -the
American man now and is vow-
ing in superiority by leaps and
bounds, a British columnist said
otelay.
Cassandra, widely-read colum-
ni,st in the Daily Irlirror, said
American manhood "firmly pin-
ned down by the ears."
He said his information came
from conversations with Ameni-.
can women visiting London, re-
cent personal observations in the
United States and opinions of
American writers.
•
"Come the year 2,000 the aver-
age honeysuckle - chile - cum-
cutie - sweetpe - pie will be
topping six feet four inches in
her nylons and looking askance
at any Romeo from Dallas, Den-
ver or Des Moines who weighs
less than 250 pounds and can
get under a six-foot door with-
out stooping,:" he wrote.
Ten Years AgoTiesi
Ledger & Times File
Members of the United Nations atomic energy com-
mission formally condemned Russia's atomic control pro-
posals as inadequate today and shelved them indefinitely
over the protests of Soviet delegate Andrei Gromyko.
Landlords are having trouble persuading tenants to
agree to the "voluntary" 15 per cent increase authorized
by the last session of Congress, the office of the housing
expediter reported today.
Mrs. George Hart, secretary of the Murray College
Alumni Association, today announced the results of the
balloting for class representatives of the association.
The Murray Lion's Club fell before the Paris Lions
Club last night by a score of 15•7 in a game played at
the Murray High School field.




Ceram. at 4th & Nag- Phase 433
TODAY
AIR-CONDITIONED & SATURDAY




Welcomes You To Our
FALL SPECIALS
ON PERMANENT WAVES
Back to school days are here
again, and we have the right





















— Five Operators To Serve You Every Day —
Evenings By Appointment
JUDY ADAMS — Owner
KATHERINE LAX ROSETTA BURKEEN
KITTY FARRELL IVA CARSON
— AIR-CONDITIONED FOR YOUR PLEASURE AND COMFORT— '
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Erich Sunday 1:30 P.M. 11
family. Class will furnish drinks
and eating utensils. All members
are urged to attend with their
families.
* • • •
••••
Cirle I of the WSCS will meet
in the atternoon in the social
hall of the First Methodist
Ohruch.
• • • •
Circle Of the wsC8 of the
First• Methodist Church will net
at the home of Mrs. J. N. Wag-
goner at two-thirty o'clock with
Mrs. Julius Sharpe and Miss
Frances Bradley as cohostesses.
Mrs. R. C. Ward will be the
program leader.
• • a •
The Eva Wall and Mamie
Taylor Circles of the WMS of
the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at she home Of Mrs.
Pat' !Porky on Route Tilly. at
two y,clock.
• • •
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will hold iti regular meeting at
the Masonic Hall at seven o'clock.
The, Woman's Missionary So-
ciety of the First Baptist Church
Will hold- its general program







Of Circle 1 WhiS--- --
Mrs. Jack Kennedy opened her
home on North Sixth Street for
the meetingoof Circle I of the
Woman's Missionary Society of
•ItaIr PIrst-," Awed?' Thumb brda
-on---Ttiooday, 'August-- IS; at two-
thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The special study on the book,
"Prayer", written by 0. Hallesby
was held with Mrs. Ragan Mc-
Daniel and Um, Kennedy in
charge. Mrs. Noel Melugin and
Mrs. Paul Gholson also took in
the stud.).
Refreshments were served to
the members present.
YW Class To Hold
Dinner Meeting
The Young Women's Sunday
School Class of the First Bap-
tin Church will have a dinner
meeting at the Murray-Grill on
Monday. August 19. at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. A. W. Russell will be the
guest devotional speaker. 'Mrs.
Bethel Richardson, president, and
Mrs. E. C. Jones. teacher, urge
all-mtcohera to- attend the special
meeting.
The hostesses • Will be Mrs. 
Morris Lamb. Mrs. Allen McCoy,
Mrs. Voris Wells, and Mrs. Glenn
Wooden.
DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK CO Grade A Division
7:1
Tnat's wonderful: I'm glad that
you tr.ed t
•ii
I It new you would
prefer Sunburst rnolk!
Al angry Man is Sylvester Lily,
Who today was sold a piece of "blue sky"
He'd stepped in a showroom—out of the rain,
Was sold a new car before he could explain!
How he hated the styling—so high and square
And in. new features it was really bare.
."I got a real bargain—the buy of my life—
But how CO ever convince my own wife?"..
Moral: You're paying for a new car... make sure you get one!
When you- buy a new car, ptit your money 'on tomorrow—not yesterday.
Swept-Wing Dodge actually obsoletes other cars in its field. Should you invest
In high, boxy styling when Dodge offers the' low, low look of tomorrow? Ski/W(1
you invest in outmoded Coil spring,. when Dodge offers.new Torsion-Aire Ride?
. Should you invest in an old-fashioned lever-type transmission when Dodge
offers the ease of NIA-Button Driving? In other things, too—engines, brakes,
interiors—Dodge is year, ahead. go put your money on tomorrow. See your
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per word fee one day. minimum of 17 words for lie - Sc per word for three days. Classified 'Me are payable la advasee.
aP
FOR SAL- ET
1951 PONTIAC, 4-dr. This car
has 20,000 actual miles. Priced
to sell. Call 1073 or 980-R2.
TIILES, New and Used. Get my
pr iii before buying. Phone 1073,
Ws. - MCt
1954- CHEVROLET' sedan de-
livery. Ky. licenses, tax paid,.
perfect body, ideal for plumbers,
painters and small grocery de-
livery truck. Drove with gover-
nor at 60 miles per hour. For
quick sale call James ash. Ph.
1384-J-1. . A16C
PLYMOUTH, 4-dr. 4 brand
new tires, brand new battery,
runs and drives perfect, one
owner. Ky. licenses, tax paid.
For quick sale call James Nash,
phone 1384-J-1. Al6C
2 WILTON MUGS, 9x12,
design. Slightly worn.




NICE NEW three bedroom brick
home on nice shady lot. Electric
heat, utility, car port, good loca-
tion. Loan transferable.
A NICE TWO bedroom home.
Good location, large lot. Loan
transferable. A bargain. .
A NICE NEW three bedroom
home near college. For only
$85000. See this one.
40 , ACRES of good level open
la . about five miles west of
Murray. For only $3000. First
coshes first served
Galloway Insurance and Real
Unite Agency, • Murray, Ky. Ph.
1062, house 131-M. A 16C
COAL FURNACE with stoker in
good condition. Mrs. C. A. Hale.
Phone 372. Al9C
ROLL-AWAY-BED, three guar-
-ter size. Call 1011 after 4:30 p.m.
Al9C
5 ROOM HOUSE practically new
with bath, hardwood floors,
built-in cabinets, gas furnace4
lot front 621/2 feet, 168 feet deep.
Can-be Roar= wurth-the_nauney.
7 ROOM HOUSE, '3 bedrooms,
hardwood floors, built-in cabi-
nets, electric heat, good garage,
lot 70 feet front. 180 feet deep_
Owner leaving town, can be
tiought *worth the money. W. H.
Brown Real Estate phone 2042,
Gatlin Bldg., residence phone 146.
Al7C
FINAL CLEARANCE on _
summer dresses. Values to $10.95
now $2, $3, $4. All sunsuits,
values to $2.99, sale $1.00. One
lot girls shorts, 69e. Girls blous-.
values to $2.99, sale $1.00.
Love's Children's Shop. ' Al7C
FOR RENT
3 -ROOM Furnished- apartment,
hot and cold water. Available
Sept. 1. Would give rent to de-
pendable person who would care
for child in school age while
mother works. 414 N. 5th. Phone
2055. Al6C
FINAL CLEARANCE. Boys sum-
mer shirts $1.00. Boy's boxer
shorts, 88e and $1.00. Boy's long
pants, half 'prier. One table swim
sues, dresses. caps, shirts and




CHOICE 5 Room furnished house
in College section. All electric,
completely re-decorated, • large
lot, lots of shade, extra good
garage. Call 202, A17P
3 ROOMS furnished light and
water $25 month. 414 South 8th.
Mrs. J. B. Tucker. A23C
FURNISHED APT., at 304 South
4th St.. one block south of Post
Office. See Mrs. B. F. Berry at
3611 South 4th. Tel, 103. Al9C
NOTICE
SINGER Sewing Machine repre-
sentative in Murray. For sales,
service and repair, contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
2250-J. TFC
have.munm4P.ILAsig21.1D.Le
- Shop to Murray Jewelry Store
4149gt.= door- to-the- Peoples Bank.
I will appreciate your business.
Clifton Paschall. Aug26C
SEWING Machine Service and
Repair. Leon Hall, one mile on
Lynn Grove Hwy. Ph. 934-J.
A22C
LEARN TO DRIVE your car. 10
easy lessons. Car furnished. For
there Infermation call 1292.
Al9C
WE CLEAN wallpaper, painted









YOU CAN DIE LAUGHINGBy A.A. rut (ERLE STANLEY GARDNER).C ise 147 M7K 24•Kiel owtoree. awerree.4 try meneee.”44.4 .404 WAliasa Nort••  Oa DietritrKed s Mae ?Were. 117mdicei.
"
CHAPTER. 19 "I understand he's Sled suit for
SAID to Corning, "You prob- !a hundred and fifty thousand dol-
1 ably have some things to do. L iars."
and I want to visit with Mrs. -Well, well, well," Corning said.
Raleigh for a while. If you want -under those circumstances. Mrs.
to go on. I'll take a cab back." Raleigh, I think it would be very
He grinned, "I'll stay right
here, Lam. I'm not in any hurry
at all, and I'd like to hear what
Mrs. Raleigh has to say. After
an, I'm interested in this, too,
you know."
I slid to Mrs. Raleigh, "You
remember Sergeant Sellers, the
officer who was here. Now, you
remember when' Sergeant Sellers
and I were calling on Mrs. Wells
just before we came to see you?"
"I don't know what you're talk-
ing about."
"You mean you didn't see us
over there?"
"I saw you two over there, yes.
but I don't know whether you
were over there talking with PIC/
or not. I'm telling you once and
for all, Mr. Lam. that I have too
many latter things to do than to
keep an eye on ray neighbors all
the time."
'That.' the spirit!" Corning
said -And furthermore, Kra
Raleigh. If you'd like a little ad-
vice from a man who's been
around a bit. if you've signed a
statement tinder oath and given
it to an attorney and haven't a
copy of what was in that state-
ment. I'd be pretty careful about
saying anyth in g to anybody.
After all, you might be contra-
dicting yourself for all you
know."
"I'm not contradicUng myself.
I do wish I had a copy of what
signed, that's all. However, I
guess Mr. Corning's right. I've
said everything I'm going to say.",
"Prominent people who are be-
ing interviewed. have one stock
expreasion when they don't want
to talk," Corning said. "They
just say, 'No comment' That's
something that can't be miscon-
strued, twisted or distorted."
Her sharp eyes took in his
grinning countenance. She said, statement. I guess I've already
"Well, now, thnt's an idea. I was talked enough."
just trying to explain-" "Okay," I told Corning, "let's
go. Perhaps I can do something
for you sometime."
"Don't mention It,' he said.
"Explanations can be twisted,
Corning interrupted twain.
"Yes. I s'pose they can."
I said, "I'm just trying to get -The thing you .could have done
things' -straight. Mrs. Raleigh. for me was something that you.
You, rememlkr telling me that could have done two days ago
you felt Drury Wells had mur- when you found Mrs. Wells was
dered his wife?"
"No comment."
Y'Well. what did you tell wRer-
gerint Sellers about that quar-
rel?"
"No comment."
Corning grinned. "That's the
spirit. Mrs. Raleigh. I don't want
to do anything that would incon-
venience Donald Lam here, but
you mould get in quite a mess
over tins thing. The lawyer la
getting evidence for a lawsuit, is
be?"
poor policy for you to continue r
talking with Mr. Lam or with
anybody else. You'd better just
say, 'No comment,' and let it go
at that."
"You're being a big help," I
told Corning.
He drew himself up. "I am try-
ing to be absolutely scrupulously
fair. I can see that Mrs. Raleigh
doesn't know much about her
rights in the matter, and appar-
ently has never stopped to con-
sider the probable liabilities the
may have incurred."
"Liabilities?" Mrs. Raleigh de-
manded. "Liabilities I've in-
curred?"
"Well, of course, it depends on
what you said," Corning told her,
"but they could include you in
that suit."
"Well, they certainly have no
reason to. I never said anything
to anybody."
I started for the door, "I may
see you again, Mrs. Raleigh."
Corning said, "Do you have a
lawyer, Mrs. Raleigh?"
"A lawyer?" sne asked. "What
on earth would I want with a
lawyer? Certainly not!"
"I have a very good law firm
here in the city that does some
business for me," Gaming told
her. "I'd be glad to speak to
them in case you wanted a con-
gultation."
"What do I want with any law-
yer? What do I want with con-
sultation?"
"It might be a good Idea. Tin
quite certain that a lawyer would
tell you not to talk to anybody,
not to make any statements at
all to anyone except In his pres-
ence."
"Well, I'm not going to any
lawyer, but I'm not making any
home. You didn't notify me then.
I suppose you were keeping the
place ureter surveillance an+
waited tmtil she'd left before you
told me she'd been home."
"I tell you I was bitty yester-
day. I gave you the information
as soon as I got back."
"You could have telephoned
me"
"If you'll remember It." I told
him, l'the emploSment had been
terminated."
"That's right." he said. "The
employment had been termirrateo.
You don't owe me anything and
I don't owe you anything. But I
do feel obligated to Mrs. Raleigh
here, because Mrs. Raleigh was
very-friendly when I called and
talked with. her. And if I were
you, Mrs. Raleigh, I would just
say, 'No comment,' to all ques-
tions that are asked you by any-
one about the Wells case. I cer-
tainly know you never told me
any murder or any SUS-
you might have had that
a murder had been committed.
You were really very close-
mouthed."
"Thank you, Mr. Corning.
Thank you very much!"
"Not at all. I'm just telling
Mr. Lam that my experience with
you certainly didn't indicate that
you'd be inclined to gossip about
anyone. and I never heard you
even intimate you had any idea
a murder had been committed."
"Thank oit, Mr. Corning. The
more I think of it, the more I
appreciate that you have my best
interests at heart."
We got up and went out, We
both shook hands with her and
told her how much we'd enjoyed
the visit.
We got in Corning's car. Corn-
Hng started the motor and said,
"Now then, you little runt, I
know why you were so nice to
come and tell me about Mrs.
Wells being home, and I know
why you sat tight with the infor-
mation and let the deal slip
through my fingers. Now we're
even. You don't owe me any-
thing, and I don't owe you any-
thing."
I told him, "That's not exactly
correct." -
"What's wrong with-It'!"
I said, "I owe you something.
and I intend tri see that you're
paid. . get out at the cor-
ner here and take the bus back."
He grinned at me and Raid,
"You want to double beck to
Mrs. Raleigh and try- to get that
statement." He grinned again.
"If you get out of this car, it
won't be at the bus stop. We're
going back to town by a differ-
ent way."
I settled back in the seat.
There was nothing else to do.
He-didn't say anything -more
until we reached his apartment
hotel. Then he parked the car,
opened the door and said, "You
a detective! You make roe
latighr
I get out of the car, "You can
die laughing," I told him, and
walked away.
tenulthet surprised It
there as something phony
&omit the it edding ceremony."
Dona,h1 is told, Continue "1011
Can Die Laughing" here to-
MOrrow.
•
and tile floors. 'Speciality.' Jessie
L. Tucker, phone 1936-W. Al9C
WANTED 1
ONE COAL FURNACE, apt. size.
Berlin Carr, Cadiz Rt. 3. Al9P
1.TAT & 'POUND
LOST: Black and white hound
dog, contact Bill Etherton, Con-
cord Road near New Hope, Ph.
920-M-2-. AMP
Land Transfers I
B. D. Taylor to Morgan Orr
81/2 acres.
Orvgle Boyd et ux to Sheldon
Ahart,8 lot.
FIGHT RESULTS
LOS ANGELES: Ike Chestnut
127, New York, outpointed Ern-
esto Para, 27, Mexico City, (10).
1 e • I I plo •
SOPHIA LOREN gives you the
look loot tu say general view)
which has made the Italian
beauty an international star all
she gips orange juice while Is





Car Replaces Magic Carpet
By Jeanne Sad* Dodge Safety Camidtaat,,.,
I THAT FAMOUS PRINCE in "The Arabian Nights," 4ho whisked
about the country on his magic carpet, had nothing on today's mech-
anised nomads.
• In fact, compared to the modern motorist, the prince was more of
a stay-at-home than an explorer.
? Today's automobile-safe, de-













lion •aca- Miss Smith
- Stoners, in as estimated 28 mil-
lion cars, will travel the na-
tion's highways. More titan a
quarter of these cars will cover
from 2,500 to 5,000 miles-and
a good share of the time they'll
be piloted by feminine drivers.
A few words of caution, how-
ever, to women who plan to share
vacation driving duties this sum-
mer or to handle the job alone.
Physical and mental fatigue are
great hazards to a safe motoring
trip. To avoid fatigue when
traveling, follow these sugges-
tions from the American Auto-
m-,bile Association:
Rise early &id aceemplish as
snuck driving as possible before
the highway becomes crowded.
If yen become tired, either stop
and rest or let a driving com-
panies take over.
Remember that daylight vaca-
tion &Mee is net-tesly more en-
joys/1hr bat Aden -At dusk, iind
motel or hotel for the night. Try
to get eight hours' sleep if ron
plan to drive the next day.
Beware of highway hypnosis,
particularly when driving alone.
This malady often occurs when
driving on long, straight and un-
eventful roads-and can cause a
serious accident. Break up your
trip with frequent stops.
Dress comfortably so that you
won't be/slate restless behind the
wheel. "t over-indulge in
food or d nk. It results in fa-
tigue and lessens your control
of the car.
To avoid tiring your eyes, wear
sunglasses whenever there is a
glare from the sun or highway.
If you follow these basic tips,
you'll safely reach your destina-
tion, relaxed and ready for fu-
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11:00 Heckle and Jeckle
11:30 Faith for Today .
12:00 Little Rascals
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Visitor
3:tal ace he Nation
3:30 World News Roundup
4:00 The Last Word
4:30 You Are There
5:00 Lassie
S. 30 It You Rad, A Million
4/00-0Ed ' Show'
7:00 G.E. Sunuay Night Theatre
7:30 Alfred Hitchcocx Presents
8:00 $64,000 thalienge
8:30 What's My Line
9:00 Public Defemaer
9:30 Favorite Husband
10:00 Soldiers of Fortune
10:30 Weathervane
10:35 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
MORNING PROGHAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY








(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valia/it Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS News
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns




1:00 The Big Payoff ---`•
1:30 -Bob Crosby 
2:00 The Brighter Day
2:15 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
3:00 Jimmie Dean Show
3:45 The Big Show
5:15 Doug Edwards & News
PM MONDAY
3:30 Eye Popping Cartoons
6:00 Popeye and Friends
0:30 talent Scouts
7:00 Those Whiting Girls




9:30 Burns & Allen
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weatnervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movie" -







Morning News & Weather 10:10
Captain kangaroo 10:15
CBS News 12:06

















5:30 Eye Pupping Cartoons
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Federal Men
7:04 The )",are-,
7:30 I've Got A Secret
8:00 20th Century Fox Show-
9:00 Vic Damune Show
10:00 Big News
10:10 Wethervane
10:15 Million DoSsr Movies
















































820 Mighty Mouse Playhouste
9:00 Susan's Show
9:30 It's A Hit
1000 Big Top
11:00 Gene Autry
11:45 Dizzy Dean Show
11:55 Game of the Week
PM SATURDAY
2:30 Little - Rascals
3:00 Roy 11,,ger2
4:00 Spotlight On Opera
430 News Conference
5:00 Woods 'N Waters
520 The Buccaneers
6:W Jimmy Durante
6:30 Two For The Money
7:00 Gale Storm Show
8:00 Gunsmoke
8130 San Francisco Beat
9:00 Jimmy Dean Show
9:30 Million Dollar Movies
11:00 Gunfighters
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
? Oft DO YOU HAVE
A YEN FOR NOISE,
SMOKE, SMALL TALK
AND THE ADMIRATION
OF CREEPS WHO MAKE







NICE WAY TO TALK
ABOUT YOUR.
FRIENDS;
eve 11 I Per 0/1 ii •••.. .-.-.—
c_ 1. 1.0.• ••••••
THOSE ARE MY TRUE FRIENDS --THE
LIGHTS, THE INCREDIBLE BUILDINGS, THE
SEINE, THE LEFT BANK-THE MUSIC AND












Nc), MY DE_AR - MY E FAN/ESIGT IS
LP,FECT.r.r- AND I SEE IN YOU
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The Young Women's Class of I
the First Baptist Church, Mrs.
C. tents. araetweseews.% •
  a dinner meeting at the Murray
Grill at iithirtY -(5-eloe1. 'Freese
make reservations with your
group captain by Friday.
 • • • • ', • 
Teeaday, August 20
. Circle III of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will meet
in the home of Mrs. Luther
Jackson on Elm Street at two.
thirty o'clock. Mrs. W. A. Bell
will be the program leader.
• • • •
The Dorcus Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
will meet at six siclock at the
City Park for its regular annual
famila picnic. Each family is to





iris EACH SUNDAY A.M.
ON Radio Station WNRS
- also •
WIPX-Tv . CHANNEL II
NASHVILLE
Each Sunday 1:30 P.M.
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Pat !Parley on Route Five at
two o'clock.
•  • • •
Murray Assembly Pin. 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will hold its regular meeting at
the Masonic }fall at seven o'clock.
family. Class will furnish drinks
and eating utensils. All members
are urged to attend with their
t,"•-••
-.Circle I of the WSCS will meet
in the afternoon in the social
hall of the First Methodist
• • • •
Circle II of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. J. N. Wag-,
goner at two-thirty o'clock with
Mrs. Julius Sharpe and Miss
Frances Bradley as cohostesses.





Of Circle I WMS:
Mrs. Jack Kennedy opened her
home on North Six h Street for
the meeting-ofT7k) the
W.K•rumCS.7.-4441149n44._Soc-ihtYsof
the First Baptist Church held
op Tuesday. August 13.• at twos
thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
The special study on the book.
'Prayer; clown hy. 0. Thettesby
was held\ with Mrs. Ragon Mc-
Daniel and Mrs. Kennedy in
charge. Mrs. Noel Melugin and
Mrs. Paul Gholson also took _in
the study. .
Refreshments were served to
the members present.
}71' Class To Hold
The Eva Wall and Mamie Dinner Meeting
Taylor ChTles. of the WMS of ,
e Memorial liaptot Cliurch t The Young Women's 4unday
Scheelo-Cleas- of the First Bap-
tist Church will have a dinner
meeting at the Murray Grill on




anety of the First Baptist Church
will hold its general program
re.eetir.g at the church at twos
thirty o'clock.
PERSONALS
A sun. David Dwight. weighing
seven pounds eight ounces. IA as
hem to Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Dean Johnson, College Station,.
on Thursday. Anglia at-
• • •
Mrs. C. G. Jellison' and Miss
J'enne Lou Jellison left Tuesday
morning fin_Liatitsvtlle to make
final preparations for Miss Jel-
lison's wedding to Stuart A.
Lassen at the Douglass Boulevard
Christian Church on Sunday,
August 18. .
• • a
Mrs. Everett Norsworthy has
as her guest, Mn. Brandenburg
of Louisville.
• • • •
William Wallace is the name
clasen by Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Lawrence Woods-of' Benton
their daughter. weighing seven
pounds II ourieeS, born on





The Mattie Bell Hays. Circle
of the Woman's Society of Chris-
tian Service of the First Metho-
dist Church held its regular
meeting at the social hall of the
church on Monday, August 12,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
Mrs: Rue Overbey presented
the program for the evening. The
subject of her very interesting
and inspiring talk was "Missions
To USA."  •
• The devotion, from this, Mtn-
fre,-4.1r ehapteri..74Aviah'er...t• also
given by Mrs. Overbey.
Mrs. Charles Robertson pre-
sided a: the business meeting.
During. the social hour refresh-
ments %%ere served by the hos-
tesses who were Mrs. Burori
Jeffrey. Mrs. A. 0. Woods, and
Ars. Charles Robertson.
• • • • .
FLUID DRIVE
HALIFAX. N. S. — Terry
Kidd is a young man of a few
wcrds. He had only onrearriiiikli
after causing his father's auto
to roll into the harbor. Said
2-year old Terry: "Dad's car
drowned."
SPREE PUBLICITY
N'DON nr — Directors of
Fremlires Brewery are to have
thar own company tie. The
cravat will feature pink ele-
phants on a dark background.
or 
Mrs. A. W. Russell'will be the
guest devotional speaker. Mrs.
Bethel Richardson. president, and
Mrs: E. _C. Jones. teacher, urge
all fnembers to attend the special
The thetessess will be Mrs.
Morris Lamb. Mrs.- Allen McCoy.
Mrs. Voris Wells. and Mrs. Glenn
Wooden.





I knew you would
p•efer
11.4÷••••••••••••••••••••••••
ar.i, y man is Sylvester T. Ey,
Who today was sold a piece of "blue sky."
'He'd stepped in a showroom—out of the rain,
Was sold NW CU before he could explain!
How he hated the styling-so high and square
And in new features it was really bare.
"I. got a real bargain-the buy of my life—
But how do I ever convince my own wife?"
Moral: You're paying for a new car... make sure you get one!
When you buy a new car, put your money OD tomorrow—not yesterday.
Swept-Wing Dodge actually oPisofete.ci other cars in its field.. Should you invest
in high. boxy styling when Dodge offers the low, row look of tomorrow? Should.
you inv.-A in outpoded coil springs when riodgeoffers•ries: Torsion-Aire Ride?
- -Should you invest in-an olfi,fashioned lever-type transmission .w.hen.todge
- Men, the. ease of Push-Button Driving? In other things, too—engines, brakes,
interiors—Dodge is year, ahead. Se' put your money totnOrrow. See your •







Left: Tits Purdorn raises a threatening flnerr as she eminence@
she Is suing Confidential for $3,000,000. She ts former wife 01
Ldmund Purdorn. and suit Imoli,e• statements in • Confidential
article entitled. "Ni,hat Edmund Purdom Didn't Tell." Right:
flowurd Rushmore enters court. He is former Confidential editor.
He said Francesca de Scoffs told him she got Info for an article
on the first Mrs. Clark hable by haat:1g an affair with
Gable, In Hawaii. said he teaser met th• lady In my life."
thr
Herb Jefierles (middle), former husband of "party girl" Rots.
• nie Quillan. looks me: his suliprenu with two court guards.
SCENES FROM the Confiler."Ial magazine criminal libel drama In
Lou Angeles indicate further testlinuay will IM in conformity with
August weather. 4/oloreut eines aueedpeolus).
•
FRIDAY — AUGUST 16, 1057
Murray Groh') Have Men OutdoneReturned Frob
Kentucky Meeting
Mrs. Guldia McKeel Curd, state
manager of the Woodmen Circle,
accompanied by Misses Loretta
Culver, Rose Dyer, Shirley Kil-
gore, June Garrison, Glenda Cul-
ver, and Lorna Alexander went
to the Mammoth Cave this week
to attend the Woodmen Circle
Central Kentucky Area meeting.
While there the girls took a sight
seeing trip throsigh the Mam-
moth Cave.
captain, directed the drill work
-
Miss Loretta Culver, state
for the &erasion and Miss Dyer,
who is Southern Slates warden
of the Tau Phi Lambda Sofority,
served as assistant attendant.
The other four Murray girls
lead the team work.
• Unusual in the initiation cerc-
muny was the acceptance and
Baize, Caneyville. Mrs. Baize has Over the 
Members of the United Nat
ions atomic energy corn-
initiation of an eigniy-two year Mission formally condemned Russia's
 atomic control pro-
old candidate, Mrs. Lawrence
in the Woodmen Circle Socieiy
and has attended several of is 
agree to the "voluntary
posals as inadequate today and 
shelved them indefinitely
open meetings. but because of 
- .
protests of Soviet delegate Andrei 
Gromyko.
been interested for many years Landlords are having trouble 
persuading tenants to
" 15 per cent increase authorized
her age she has not been eligible
by the last session Of Congress, 
the office of the housing
expediter reported
tMrs. George Hartlaseyc.retary of 
the Murray College
Alumni Association, today a
nnounced the results of the
balloting for class representatives 
of the association.
The Murray Lion's Club fell 
before the Paris Lions
Club last night by a score of 
15-7 in a game played at
the Murray High School field.





DON'T BUY THAT NEW
CAR BEFORE SEEING US!
We are in a position during
the month of August to give
you t h e best trade or
-traight sale price ever of-
fered on a new...Oldsmobile.
Doiet Let This Opportunity
Pass I !
J. T. Hale Motor Sales
Murray, Ky. • Phone 833






LONDON (01 —The American
woman can out-drink, out-smoke
out-talk and out-muscle the
American man now and is grow-
ing in superiority by leaps and
bounds, a, British columnist said
otday- • ss
rust in The Daily Mirror, said
American manhood "firmly pin-
ned down by the ears."
He said his information came
from conversations with Ameri-
can women visiting London, re-
cent personal' observations in the
United States and opinions of
'American writers.
' "Come the year 2,000 the aver-
age honeysuckle - chile - cums
cutie - sweetpe - pie will be
topping six feet four inches in
her nylons and looking askance
at any Romeo from Dallas. Den-
ver or Des. Moines who weighs
less than 250 pounds and can
-.et--under a aix-toot dour with-
Cassandra, whie.).essiiiiikillEirTR•01.9‘ ' tl'e• wrQte' •
en Years Ago Today
Ledger & Tinges File
for any of the insurance protec-
tion plans. She made application
for honorary membership a n d
was accepted. She was extended
a very warm welcome by the
state sohsident, Mrs. Nell Church-
%v' 11, Louisville, who presided
during the meeting, by Mrs. Nola
Moltenberry. national represen-
tatty., Bowling Green, who serv-
ed as past president, and by
Mrs. Mary Brink, Louisville, past
state president, who acted as
first vice president.
Mrs. Arnie Abraham. state
'nos/clan, Louisville, had charge
of' the musical numbers. and Mrs.
Mamye Lee Myers, Russellville,
former state president, directed
the group shiging.
Representatives from nine
groves participated in the day's
activities. Plans were made to
make the event an annual affair,
arid officers were elected to
serve at the next meeting.
Trousseau Party Is
Held On Monday At
The Jellison Home
Miss Jenne Lou Jellison and
Mrs. C. G. Jellison entertained
with a trousseau party at the
Jellison home on Poplar Street
on Monday morning.
The guests enjoyed viewing
the trousseau of Miss Jellison
who will be married to Stuart
A. Lassen of Battle Creek, Mich,
on Sunday, August 18, at the
Douglass Boulevard Christian
Church in Louisville.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tolley
'left Sunday for a visit with Mrs.
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Welcomes You To Our
P FALL SPECIALS
ON PERMANENT WAVES
Back to school days are here
again, and we have the right
permanent and style for you.
SPECIALS!!
$20.00 - - -
$15.00 - - -
$10.00 - - -
$ 8.50 - -
- for —
- for - -
- for - -f4 5
- or - -
--$15.00
- - $10.00
- - $ 8.50
--$ 6.50
— Five Operators To Serve You Every Day —
Evenings By Appointment
JUDY ADAMS — Owner
KATHERINE LAX ROSETTA BURKEEN
' KITTY FAFtRELL IVA CARSON
— AIR-CONDITIONED FOR YOUR PLEASURE AND COMFORT --
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ze per word ter one day, minimum of 17 words for 60o -6c p.r word for three days. Classified sat aro payable In advance..
I .FOR S*E-1
951 PONTIAC, 4-dr. This car
has 20,000 actual miles. Priced
Call 1073 or 980-R2;
7,S, New- and Used. fiet -wry-
prkur before buying. Phone 1073,
307 N. 4th. A
1954 CHEVROLET sedan de-
livery. Ky. licenses, tax paid,
perfect .body ideal for plumbers.
Painters and small grocery de-
livery truck. Drove with gover-
ar at 60 miles per hour. For
tuck saig call James Nash. Ph.
384-J-1. A16C
sq*---ty-F140UTH-, 4-dr. 4 brand
w tires, brand new battery,
uns and drives perfect, one
wrier. Ky. licenses, tax paid.
or quick sale call Janes Nash,
one 1384-J-1. Al6C
WILTON RUGS, 11x12, Persian
gn. Slightly worn. Cheap.
• 620
NEW. three liedroont` brick
e on nice shady rot. glectric
utility, -ear port--good-
Loma transferable.
ICE TWO bedroom home.
loeallion. large lot. Loan
erabk. A bargain...
ICE NEW three  bedroom
near c•eaege..-- Tor only
I See this one.
r.:ES of. good level open
about five miles west of
y. For only 93000. First
first served
ay Insurance and Real
Agency, Murray, Ky. Ph.
home 141-M. A 16C
liaL CLEARANCE Boys sum-
ner . shirts SIAL . Boy's boxer
bur*. 8W- and $1-111:-13oyas long
IC half pries:. One 
table swim
drOsses, caps, shirts and
te., only 49e: Love's Children's
;hop Al7C
COAL FURNACE with stoker in
good condition. Mrs. C. A. Hale.
Phone-372. • Al9C-
ROLL-AWAY-BED, three guar-
'ter size, Call 1011 after 4:30 p.m.
Al9C
5 ROOM--HOUSE practically new
wtth hardwood floors,
 gas__fnrnee
'lot front 621,ti feet, 168 feet deep.
Can be bought worth the money.
7 ROOM HOUSE, 3 bedrooms,
hardwood flours, built-in_ card,
nets, electric heat, good garage,
lot 70 foot front, 180 feet deep.
Owner leaving town, can be
°ought Worth the money. W. H.
Brown Real Estate _phone _2042,
Gatlin Bldg., residence phone 146.
Al7C
FINAL CLEARANCE on all
summer dresses. Values to $10.95
now $2, $3, $4. All sunsuits,
values to $2.99, sale $1.00. One
tot girls shorts, 69c. Girls blous-
es, values to $2.99, sale $1.00.
Love's Children's Shop. A17C
-.FOR RENT
3 -itarYM Furnished apartment;
hot and cold water. Available
Sept. 1. Would give rent to de-
pendable person who would care
for child in school age while
4 N. 5th. Phone 
2055. A 16C
CHOICE 5 Room furnished house
in college section. All electric,
completely re-decorated, large
lots of shade, extra good
garage. Call 202. Al7P
3 ROOMS furnished light and
water $25 month. 414 South 8th.
Mrs. J. B: Tucker. A23C
NOTICE
SINGER Sewing Machine repre-
ientative in Murray. For sales,
service and repair, contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
TFC.
-
-also.* moved my watch repair
shop to Murray jewelry Store
next door to the Peoples Bank.
I will appreciate your business.
Clifton PaschalL Aug26C_ _ _
SEWING Maehirse - Service and
Repair. Leon Hall, one mile 9n
Lynn Grove Hwy. Ptf: - 934-J.
A22C
LEARN TO DRIVE your car. 10
easy lessons. Car furnished. For
more information call 1292.
Al9C
WE CLEAN wallpaper, painted







FURNISHED APT., at 04 South ES
4th St., one block south df-Post DGER & TIM
Office. See Mr. B. F. Berry at
300 South 4th. Tel. 103. Al9C 
YOU CAN DIE LAUGHING
•
eel
arid tile floors. 'Speciality? Jessie






LOST: Black and white hound
dog, contact Bill Etherton, Con-
cord Road near New Hope. Ph
920-M-2. Al6P
FLand Transfers' I
B. D. Taylor to Morgan Orr
81/2 acres.
Orville Boyd et llY to Sheldon
Ahart, lot.
FIGHT RESULTS
Car Replaces Magic Carpet
By Jeanne Smith, Dodge Safety Consultant
TIIAT FAMOUS PRINCE in "The Arabian Nights," who whisked
about the country on his magic carpet, had nothing on today's mech-
anized nomads.
_ In fact, compared to the modern motorist, the prince was more of
stay-at-home than an explorer.
Toda 's automobile- safe de-














tioners, in an estimated 28 mil-
lion cars, will travel the na-
tion's highways. More than a
quarter of these cars will cover
from 2,500 to 5,000 miles-and
a good share of the time they'll
be piloted by feminine drivers.
A few words of caution, how-
ever, to women who plan to share
vacation driving duties this sum-
mer or to handle the job alone.
Physical and mental fatigue are
great hazards to a safe motoring
trip. To avoid fatigue when
traveling, follow these sugges-
tions from the American Auto-
roalale Association:
LOS ANGELES: Ike Chestnut
.127, New York, outpointed Ern-






SOPHIA LOREN eves you the
look mot to say general view)
wh:rh has made the Italian
CHAPTER 19 I "I understand he's filcd suit for 
'employrnent had been terminated. beauty an international star as
I S.1ID to Corning, "You prob- a hundred and. fifty thousand 
dol. You don't owe me anything and she sips orange Juice while In
ably have some things to do, lars." 
1 don't ,we you anything. But 1 Washington to do a film with
and I want to visit with Mrs. -Well, well, well," Corning said, 
do fiel obligated to Mrs. Raleigh Cary Grant. (International)
Raleigh for a while. If you want -Under those circurhstances, Mrs. here
, because Mrs. Raleigh was
to go on, I'll take a cab back." Raleigh, I think It would be very 
very_friendly when 1 called and
lie grinned, "I'll stay right poor policy for you to continua talked
 with her. And if I were
here. Lam. I'm not in any hurry talking with Mr. Lam or with You
, Mrs. Raleigh, I would just 
NANCY
at all. and I'd like to hear what anybody elite. You'd better just say. 
'No comment,' to all ques-
Mrs. Raleigh has to say. After say, .No comment,' and let it go ticms that
 are asked you by mov-
en, I'm interested in this, Ico. at that." 
one about the Wells case. I cer-
you know." tainly know you 
never told me
You're being a big help," I
sagti - te Mrs.- Raleigh, "You any murder 
or any sus-
remember Sergeant Sellers, the
officer who was here. Now, you
remember when' Sergeant Sellers
and I were calling on Mrs. Wells
Just before we came to see you?"
"I don't know what you're talk-
ing about"
"You mean you didn't see us
over there?"
"I saw you two over there, yes.
but--I don't know whether you
• were over there talking with her
or not. I'm telling you once and
for all, Mr. Lam, that I have too
many other things to do than to
keep an eye on my neighbors all
the time."
"That's the spirit!" Corning
said. "And furthermore. My.
Raleigh, if you'd like a little ad-
vice .from a man who's been
around a bit. if you've signed a
statement under oath add given
it to an attorney and haven't 11.
• copy of what was in that state-
ment, I'd be pretty careful about
saying anything to anybody.
After all, you might be contra-
dicting yourself for all you
know."
"I'm not contradicting myself.
I do wish I had a copy of what
I signed, that's all. However. I
guess Mr. Corning's right. I've
said everything I'm going to say.",
"Prominent people who ire be-
ing Interviewed have one stock
expression when they don't want
to talk." Corning said. "They
just say, 'No comment? That's
something that can't be miscon-
strued, twisted or distorted."
• Her sharp eyes took In his
grinning countenance. She said,
'Well, now, that's an idea. I Was
just trying to explain-"
"ExPlanaticins can be twisted,"
Corning interrupted again.
-tottt earrring. - - -
He drew himself up. "I am try-
ing to be absolutely scrupulously
fair. I can see that Mrs. Raleigh
doesn't know much about her
rights in the matter, and appar-
ently has never stopped to COB-
!eider the probable liabilities she
may have Incurred." •
"Liabilities'?" Mrs. Raleigh de-
manded. "Liabilities fro In-
curred'"
••Well, of course, it depends on
What you said," Corning told her,
"but they could include you
that suit."
"Well, they certainly have no
reason to. 1 never said anything
to anybody."
I started for the' door, el may
see you again, Mrs. Raleigh."
Corning said, "Do gnu have a
lawyer, Mrs. Raleigh?"
"A lawyer?" she asked. -What
on earth would I want with a
lawyer? Certainly not!"
"I have a very good law firm
here in the city that does some
business for me," Corning told
her. "I'd be glad to speak to
them in ease you *anted a con-
sultation."
"What do I want with any law-
yer? What do I want with con-
sultation 7"
"It might be a good Idea. Pan
mate certain that a lawyer would
tell you not toy talk to anybody,
not to make any statements at
all to anyone except in his fires-
!Tire."
"Well, I'm not going to any
lawyer, but I'm not making any
statement. I guess I've already
ou Men have had- that
a murder had been gorrunitted.
You were really very close-
mouthed."
"Thank you, Mr. Corni n g.
Thank you very much!"
"Not at all. I'm just telling
Mr. Lam that my experience with
you certainly didn't indicate that
you'd be inclined to gossip about
anyone. and I never heard you
even intimate you had any idea
a murder had been committed."
"Thank you, Mr. Corning. The
more I think. of It, the more
appreciate that you have my best
interests at heart."
We got up anti went out We
both, shook hands with her And
told her how much we'd enjoyed
the visit.
We got In Corning's car. Corn-
rig started the motor and said,
"Now then, you little runt, I
know why you were so nice to
come and tell me about Mrs.
Wells being home, and I know
why you sat tight with the infor-
mation and let the deal alio
through my fingers. Now We're
even. You don't owe me any-
thing, and I don't owe you any-
thing."
I told him, "That's not exactly
correct." •
"What's wrong with it?"
I said, "I owe you something.
and I Intend SO see that` you're
paid. ... I'll"-get out at the cor-
ner here and take the bus back."
'lie grinned 'at me and said,
"You want to double back to
Mrs. Raleigh and try to get that
tallied enough." statement." He grinned agate,
"Okay," I told Corning, "let's "If you get out of this car, it
am. Perhaps I can do something
for you Sometime," ,
"Yes, I s'pose they con." - "Don't mention it," he said.
1111 
I said, "I'm just trying to get 'The thing you could have done
things straight,. Mrs. Raleigh. for MP was something that you
You remeniller telling me that could have done two days ago
you felt Drury Wells had noir- when you found Mrs. Wells was
dered his wife?" home. You didn't notify me then.
"No comment." I mippose yon were keeping the opened
 the door and said. "You
"Well. what did you tell Ser- place -under siirvdthric.2 and a detective! You 
make me
geant Sellers about that -quer- waited until she'd left before you 
laugh!"
rer- . told me she'd been home." I got out of the 
ear. "You can
"No comment.".. "I tell you I was busy yester- 
die laughing," I told him, said
. Corning 'grinned. "That's the day. I gave you the 
information walked away.
'spirit. Mrs. Raleigh; I don't want as soon as I got back."
to do anything that would ineon- I "You Could have telephoned 
"I wouldn't be sorprised if
- venience Donald 4.am here, but mu'." .1 
there was rioniething phony
you could get In quite a Mc55 i "If ?bull remember it." I told 
iiNuit the wedding ci•reitiony."
over this thing. The lawyer is , him, "the eniploymence had been 
Donald is Odd. Continue "Toil
getting evidence for a lawsuit, is .thrmidated."; • 
Can -Die •Laughhig" - here ty•
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won't be at the bus stop. We're
going back to town by a differ-
ent way."
I settled back In the seat.
Theme. was nothtng We to do.
He didn't say anything more
until we reached his apartment
hotel. Then he parked the car,
AUNT FRITZI
Rise early and accomplish as
much driving as possible before
the highway becomes crowded.
If you become tired, either atop
and rest or let *Mb* calla-
panion take over. - - ---
Remember that daylight vaca-
tion driving is oat othy more en-
joyable but safer. At dusk, find a
motel or hotel-for the night. Try
to get eight hours' sleep if you
plan to drive the next day.
Beware of highway hypnosis,
ps•-titelarly whnri driving alone.
This malady often occurs when
driving on long, straight and un-
eventful roads-and can cause a
serious accident. Break up your
trip with freqUent stops.
Dress comfortably so that you
won't begeme restless behind the
wheel, n't over-indulge in
food or drink. It results in fa-
tigue and lessens your control
of the car.
To avoid tiring your eyes, wear
sunglasses whenever there is a
glare from the sun or highway.
If you follow these basic tips,
you'll safely reach your destina-
tion, relaxed and ready for fur
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OF CREEPS WHO MAKE













THAT'S NC A VERY
NICE WAY TO TALK
ABOUT YOUR
FRIENDS,'






















































11:00 Heckle and Jeckle
11:30 Faith for Today
12:00 Little Rascals
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Visitor-----
aaal ace The Nation
3:30 W'orid News Roundup
4.00,The Last Word
4:30 You Are There
5:00 Lassie
.4t-Nrai11 :You. Med• X.,MDInea,
6:00 Ed. Sullivan Show
7:00' G.Z. Sunaay Night Theatre'
7:30 Alfred Hitchcock Pi•esents
8:00 $64,000 Challenge
8:30 What's My Line
9:00 ruzue Defender
9:30 Favorite Husband
10:00 S tellers of Fortune
10:30 thervane
10:35 loon Dollar Movies


















5:30 Eye Popping Cartoons
6:00 Popeye and Friends *
6:30 Federal Men . - . .
..1110 The Millionakrer- - •
7:30 I've Got A Secret •
8:00 -20th- -Centbi-y Toii-Show --
9:00 -Vic Damone Show
10:00 Big News
10:10 Wethervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies -" - • --





MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:00
6:30 Channel 5's Farm Report 9:30
6:40 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
.7:45 CBS News
7:55 . Morning News & Weather
8:00 Fred Waring Show
8:30 Arthur Godfrey
(Except 'Friday, Garry Moore)
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life










10:45 The Guiding Light
8:00
11:00 CBS News 8:30
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted 9:00







j:00 The Big Payoff
1:30 Bob Crosby
2:00 The Brighter Day
2:15 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
3:00 Jimmie Dean Show
3:45 The Big Show
5:15 Doug Edwards & News
PM MONDAY
5:30 Eye Popping Cartoons
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Talent Scouts
700 Those Whiting Girls




930 Burn, & Allen
10:00- Shell Big News
10:10 Weatnervang
10:15 Million Dollar Mov1411•''
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM TUESDAY
5:30 Name That Tune
6:00 Popeye and Friends
THOSE ARE MY TRUE FRIENDS --THE
LIGHTS, THE INCREDIBLE EIUILDING5, THE
SEINE, THE LEFT BANK-THE MUSIC AND
PEOPLE OF PARIS, HOW'S
ABOUT MEETING SOME
7
- OF THEM 7,
elitte?"`DiteAtin?"'







































































































































Before a throng paeticipiting, , Dellation Odd Laws Are Russia Ready Connuercials
Passed For Airline
d'1 • •
Cy ELMER C. WALZER Competition
United Press Financial Editor
NEW YORK IP. -Wall Street
a Ftop. seized upon a rise in the primeWASHINTONIr ._gveys the The oolo conoodeeed_oay Many lrrrst ._rati, moot,.
forerunner  
war machines rubbed their eyes (vetoes which' wall do 
•d'hat ris-e didn aefuelly do the
today when a jet plane • hoventie- wit the need of*"'Iong runways
awaY !lick. but it was a good excuse,
ace • rdingc.o market. MOO.
CHICAGO in --State legisla-
tor& in one of their busiest years
have found time. to pass laws
affecting minnow pickers a n d
moos gatherers. .,ass- -hats whb dream up weird the  if futuret • •-•
in Air Force -50th anniversaro
pelebrat ion< he scooted back
over the lagoon and again stood
the plane on its tail. •The ex- Feared Toohaust splattered water in .1.1
directions. -
Then he eased the. jet down
to The concrete pad. hooked the
. nose onto a crane and came to
• in the -air at the. Pentagon with On4 • plicated Iircraft carrier.' Higher prime rates and even-nothing but an iovisible. colutnrr •launching orneehanisms. . tuafly higher discount rates aleJaf -hot gas to hold II ulo- - -o The ItamvelP to rise vertically
o In a glimpse, of the Node.. is bound de- -oor000.,sie.o.A.ozonmofjor'eoc.•easposigoasidiso_isoacczeh-e- 
"discount trzimie of
ot .&-B1141-*Yan'N•vi-Wmrer rmt-rmwt iireicTu.ci. :A7f other on cat far t.,..• low on the basis Of othertile air. nose erect: item, a coilLioioffioiounionio,410L..oltt.o..---otheo-_„•••,.. itenrso ----- . -- - : •- ••er'te Prtenlena falkw•n• reason. scientists say. As far as the -market it•elf itat the Defense' Department - and' 1.
remained there supported by the search vehicle, but still a full-
The Royan airplane is a re- c -nceaffairrned it is practically • a cash
_exhaust gas from its engine. . .
oized -ail:Plano. _It .1.1.24 feet lone... ' ....._  -  •   Giving out. tradizeo etorope to I,. ma—. in EdilzbuLgh 41•ST -yegir arid. ..., 
IFS meet-
.1 est Friloi .--P-etee_ot. . toira-rdo odoe--- a- ort-Topt • wingspan and ,
• 4 S.V luau c-i.-s-na “-- ivit TIT Hanna* y .
launching. levelled off the delta- , howl. .-
i
close to 400 Mlles an 
rates- 
co . ,...1 In Tennessee it's illegal to use
a crime in Kansas.
He said that if the Soviet line.
' in New York in 1955 'still stand.'SS. veered away front the verocal will fly. . on that basis is on the tf-
r • 
. feet tight .mon y has on ganc.a
the telephone to embarrass some- Aeroflot. took up, IATA's invita-
tion 
plane and circled Washo • Devolved for the Air Force. .business. Se far %hat effect ha.sn't
to join it would be free to
- - charge whatever fares it wanted
within Russia and "have the they are tougher to make; ac-
troight'hetoailaktaettoann.sy ostuhueresmtionsm: cording to Virgil Ellsworth, pro-
.
hers about what it would charge sold the world's airlines general-
few flights outside the Iron Cur- ly, were not making enough
tam,
would be up to individuie: "By and .large," he said, air-
money. •
governments, however, to rule port and other facilities for th
whether - Aeroflot-- could operate
into' their countries. Such de-
cisions are expected to be eon-
lairds away from fish hatcheries tingent on the Russians letting
in AFloreigettasia t iv
e committee in Soviet Union.
Western airlines fly into the
Massachusetts is studying t h e Hildred commented on • the
Wrest __iisago_la _UK_ machinery Western airlines' • latipade . to
used for gathering moss.; Aeroflot, w h i c h for several
In Minnesota, dealers in pickl- months has been operating jet-
ed minnows must now comply liners between Russia, the Soviet
with the state's requirements for satellites in Europe and Corn-
licensing- teVlar minnow einem monist China. In an exclusive
And Indiana anuably passed a interview with the United Press,
law permitting persons and cor-
porations who are not subject
to tax to donate wtiatever they




: United Press Stan Correspondent
LONDON FA -he door is






taffeT OR FUZZ ON
 -CtOTMIES"-
* Water Saver For Sr•a
Loads
* Warn, and Cold Rinses
it is powered by a British Rolls been too great. it is noted.--;
' Royce Avon jet engine with Bu' the eiperts insist that
monev •tightness will catch upabout 10.000 pounds of thrust.
The vertijet controlltd"'"on eventIlolle• If one can interpret
'ake off entirely by throttle what they mean one weuld guess
,•ariations. and deflection of the business would act a smack in
- et exhaust, but is maneuvered the face and fall down.
in level . flight by conventional . But market men aren't - at all
means. • worried over- such a situation,
* 5-Year Written Warrant:,
On Transmiss.on
* GE Mix -or-Match Colors
BILBREY'S
SEAWC-H FOR KNOWLEDGE
MEVBCCRNE, Australia in -L
••-•Bterelareotetr rifled aOprint shop
1 here apparently were trying to..get at the rootopf the matter.
They stole 10.009 copies of a
OoOklet, to be distributed to local
- The 'booklets described
















Teada a, a niarstendang taabele• tiro ..20.4, e
prosocaion punchro eaonaction. bonea "Os' '0" 0.•d
longer annoopc plan a dowel./ quo,on,•• s' *ei.•
(lanai.; odHancied liee•aein at no cd•ance •
pi,. over ofdlinn•y art,' -
3111•• 4 ••••• •••• .4.4 . • •trel )II. F r•• , ....47 44•44114
_
"I. ',66,•  aw ,nbe nada* -
.1e. Bae....e oso 2h• Parar.v.• .er.













Black White Slack ' White
14.18 15.98 15.70 18.05
1658 18.53 17.14 20.42
7.60-
15 16.81 20.06 18.53 22.14
Noble Farris Oil Co.
4th & Chestnut Phone 1060
They feel that -the' fedeial reO
• serve is ready to step in the in-
,•ant there is a real 'threat of
deflation.
One market man. said he'd be
, a - lot more worried ̀ over t e
present market if it weren't for
that belief. 
. _
Anotheo itern that WaH—strer•
has been exnecting daily for 3
long time is the freight rate in:
crease The rise--about 7 per
cen• for Eastern and • Westc:n 
roads and 4 per cent for South-
, .-rn roads-is lets than some had
oocipated.
But, the freight boosts jive the
-e::roacis an additional' revenue
f 879 milhon dollars yearly.
Higher fteight rates will raise
ists. transportation of most
otins in interstate cornerce and
• 'Its' add, fuel to the wage-price
,•.ral. is 'pointed out.
If -Wall • Street is consistent
-.cr its inflathon views it would
.•nd sell the reds 'even though
• ,e,y do get higher rates. the ex-
• rts .point out. Rails.. with their
oxed income are not considered
:.-• best kind of stock to .buy oin
inflationary period. Neither
utilities. -
Right now, however, the mar- I
•.- " men assert the. rank and file,
traders seem to be more afraid!
f deflation than of inflation.
In periods of deflation stocks;
tend lower, while bonds rile.
Commodities decline too. Re- I
zenely no one wanted bonds even
naugh yields Were high. 
pelted state airline to. join thein a survey by Commerce Clear-
InternationalAir Transport As-ing Hope, national reporting au-
sociation and compete with itsthority on tax and business law.'
79 other members .outside the
$100 in Nebrata if your s map said toda3'. _ - - -
two lgeofzieed-Mereck• ,reuti-Zertanr. Asir /ATA spOkSii2
wo.esto sh697-glinalkirt IT-ne. Sir Minim Pth.LitaitTIiAid...roedt;nidirdecthar
funeral is illegal in Ohio. tem nts d IA
striai-edeneerPar,l.es:fPicketing a cemetery during _aolo
ofie. Indiana passed a . similar
law but made th.- offense pun-
ishable only if it occurs repeat-
edly.
Cash on liquor prizes at baza-
ars es- raffles are illegal in Con-
necticut.
•New. Hampshire has establish-
ed a navy militia.
• Trying to kill wild birds with
salt is illegal under a new law
Michigan, but 'it's legal now





We do appreciate' the tionely
shower Monday.
I stopped by Mrs. Tom Alton's
one' day last week and, though
most of our flowers are begin-
ning to suffer for rain, her col-
lection of cactuses or c a c t
brought from her home in Ari-
zona were floorishing in the
heat. 
Vacations through .*.ugust have
brought many visitors to these
parts.
Walter Miller's country home
was the scene of another rouoion
,one evening last week when 'rs.
'Lola Miller's children and their
Get all, the profits to which
• !u're entitled in shipping hop .
market. says Grady Sellars:If
Kentucky Agricultural Extension
Service swine specialist. Give
'nem a cool. comfortable ride
Use sard for bedding, he ad-
-. ises. and wet it down. If the
naul, is. to be long, sprinkle the
'hogs en route and wet the
 h000lding again. Cracked ice can
• be put in burlap sacks and
,uspended above the hogs for
cooling purposes. too.
Here are some more swine-
'ravel tips:
Feed en arrival at market to
reduce shrinkage, rather than
just prior to loading, use good
loading chutes: remove sharp
objects from. the carrier (bolts
and "niilt. that ,protrude. etc.);
load the animals quietly; use
slappers for loading rather than
clubs, sharp prods. or your feet;
avoid crovidIng; separate boars,
oage-e and large .hop from small
iiogs in transit; and watch handl-
ing practices (to avoid bruises)





German Chancellor Konrad Aden-
auer became a. grandfather for
the 18th time. His daughter,
the Multhaupt, 3l.. wife of a
Cologne architect, gave birth to
her second child, a boy. The
81-year old chancellor is • wid-
,,wer. He has five living children.
•hree of them married.
FIND UNDERSEA MOUNTAINI
Tamthes came 1-o-getherThor
of the visit of Bernice Miller's
son from Ncontana.
"Pa Jim" Wilson's children
had a reunion too, last weelt
when his daughter. Mrs Joe
Ferguson, came home from Michi-
gan.
Burbon Allbritten of Detroit
visited his mother. Mrs. Nola
Allbritten, last week.
Mr. arid Mrs. Willis Buck of
Detroit returned to the north
latter a recent visit to Calloway
'Cotinty.
' Schools will be starting, then
'vacations are over for a while
for many.
Some Henry County schools
I have bean in progress - over a
week so that they can be ad-
journed for cotton picking.
Seems just yesterday we put
lsway . the school books, and we
have taken nterolrip. but we have
enjoyed taking our eyes off the
clock and doing things leisurely.
We have spent several nights
; over on the Stewart County
farm, and since neighbors were
especially scarce after Mrs. Clyde
ISpicelond went to Michigan for
'a vacition. the quietude of those
.hills were almost depressing.
•
- Mr. and Mrs. Otis and Guy
Lovins plans to visit Mr. and
Mri. Tom JHarris of Pennington,
N. J. before school starts.
Gene Lovins. of .Evansville. Ind.,
spent last week-end at heme.
Mr. and Mrs. Taft fatterson
and children plan to kisit his
sister in Texas this week
LONDON .0IP - A Soviet re-
,arch ship, has diseoveted an
ondersea mountain. estimated to
be 12.000 teet high towering
from the bed of the Pacific off
V;idivostock. Moscow Kadio-re-
oorted. The broadcast heard here
kaki, the ship Vitlaz had repotted
.he mountain appeared to be of
volcanic origin. It was named
ifter Adm. Makarov, a famous
i:ossian naval leader, the broad-
-it said.
TIMELY DISCOVERY
LONDON 17 - Doris Blasby
a grocery clerk, sliced into a
-ausagt, and found a gold wrist
watch in perfect working ordes•
. .. '
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The globe-girdling, British avia-
tion veteran answered a series of
questions submitted to his Mon-
treal office.
He alao reviewed the West's
readiness for big U.S. jetliners
which are expected to start oper-
ating in two to three years, and
•
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD 1? — MGM
turns' out super-eollosal, slick
movies in the Leo the lion tradi-
tion. but some these days are-
one-minute television eommer-
cials.
The biggest studio of them all
is one of three major movie fac-
ONteIstere 'hustled the !lbw;
from New York.
. MGM sound stages where fa-
mous epics, from "Raintree
County" back 'to "Dinner At
right- and "Gran&-Trofel- were
shot, now feature such %scenes"
as ladies putting on lipstick or
opening refrigerator doors:'
Though these movies a r e
shorter than the three-hour epics
duction chief of the minute
spectacles,.
"They're worse than feature
films," signed Ellsworth on a
tour of MGM's busy new tele-
vision unit.
"The timing is so difficult-58
seconds .exactly. And the scenes
are much more critically .yiewed
than a feature film. The sponsor
studies everything so closely.
Some days' the electricians
spend as Much as five hours just
to properly light the close-up of
a product so it will be shown to
its best advantage.
Feud scenes are big headaches.
Soup has to be iteaming beauti-
fully. but if the. shot isn't silc-
likestul'a• new pot of soifpThits' to'
"And often toast has to be
sprayed with color to make. it
look like toast," Ellsworth ad-
ded.
The talents -Mir go IBM' MGM
feature movies, from the make-
up wizards who -.powder Ava
Gardner's note to the designers
of lavish sets, now also work on
TV commercials.
Dancer Marc Platt and actors
Billie Burke and Eoloyard Everett
Horton are among feature film
performers who .now emote over
bowls of pancake flour.
An outdoor MGM set of Fifth
Avenue was used in a cosmetic
commercial; the set of a New
England waterfront was the lossfast, heavy jets-Capable of car- •
cation (or a cake mix spiel.rying more than 100 passengers
"Just for one scene we had to"are not ready."
fly a girl 70 feet through the"We expect, however, that --
thanks to the joint efforts and a--'"ir enthused Ellsworth. "That
took three days to shoot. Theyplanning of governments a n d
airlines these facilities will, be
available - when the . jets staTt
oPerating, as the need arises.
The task is immense, and we
cannot hope to have eVerything
we sh
at onco."
Hildred said he hoped "we
shall, have enough facilities at
any Point to meet the operational
:led of 'jets as it unfolds." Pri-
ority areas probably will be the
north Atlantic route and the
United States . and European
areas at each end of the Atlantic
route, he added,
never could make commercials
like that in New York. But we
nave all the MGM facilities tor
our use."
U. S. ENVOY ARRIVES
WARSAW, (Noland - Jacti
Beam, new U. S. ambassador to
Poland, took over his post today.
He arrived )esterday by plane
and was welcomed by foreign
affairs officials and members of












THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
2 FOR 79,S A L E! ! plus tax
ALL FORMERLY PRICED FROM $1 to 83
WALLIS DRUG
eeping Current...For Economy r
In the illustration above, you sec a very happy
man at a very wonderful ptoment.
The title, the keys and the car arc his—and he's
starting out on his first journey at the wheel.
Of course, there's not much doubt as to why
he decided to purchase a new Cadillac.
Like everyone else who selects the "car of cars",
he did it to "keep current", so to .speak, on all
.of Cadillac's new miracles of performance and
beauty and comfort.
But coming to Cadillac, as he did, at this par-
ticular time of the year, we also suspect that he
was inspired by the added motive of practicality.
For in addition to the normal Cadillac econohoies
of modest purchase Iwice, low operating cost and
high resale value—Cadillac dealers are, at this
time, sea.ronally prepared to make Cadillac owner-
ship even more attractive than ever.
Because of the demand for used cars and
because of increased production of the Cadillac
car itself, the odds .are that this gentleman
received both a generous allowance on his previ-
ous car and prompt delivery of his new Cadillac.
Have you considered how wonderful it would
be to step into a Cadillac of your own? Then, you
should pay your dealer a visit—spend an hour on
the highway in the luxury of Fleetwood coach-
crafting—and get the facts for yourself.
You'll agree, we know, that the car is Cadillac
—and the time is now!




















































































bed mon y obey Gust:











































I Legislative oddities such as
